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U.S: District Judge, Artist
To Get Honorary Degrees

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Mexican Revolution

Women's Liberation

Pre-Reg Deadline

Women interested in the women's liberation movement are invited to participate in activities at
the Mesa Vista office at 8:30 p.m.
every Thursday.
The women are planning to organize into cadres concerning various interests and problem groups
involved with women.

The deadline for turning in
course request cards for returning
students is noon May 8. New and
transfer students must file their
requests by July 1. Cards should
be mailed to, or dropped off at
room 108 of the administration
building (Scholes Hall).

Math Colloquium

Joseph Fashing, UNM
Sociology professor, will lecture
at 7 p.m. May 6 in the Honors
Center o n ' ' Ed u cat i o nal
Alternatives."
The lecture is part of the
Amistad faculty forum series.

Professor Istvan Vincze of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
and Catholic University of America will speak May 6 at a UNM
department of mathematics colloquium.
His topic will be "On Shannon's
Entropy for Continuous Random
Variables and the Fundamental
Distributions
of
Quantum
Theory."
The colloquium will be at 3:30
p.m. in room 219 of Mitchell Hall.

Budget Deadlines
Organizations have until May
11 to submit their 1971-72
budget requests to ASUNM
President Ken White.

Amistad Classes

History Awards
Applications for the two annual
Grunsfeld Awards for history
majors may be picked up in the
Student Aids Office, Building Y-1.
Applicants should have completed
60 hours by the end of this
semester and must be graduates of
New Mexico high schools.
The award is worth $125 and
the deadline for application is
May 15.

Enrique Pupo-Walker, a native
of Cuba, will lecture on
"Relactiones entre la Jiteratura y
el arte mural de Ia Revolucion
mexicana" at 8 p.m. May 6 in the
education building, room 103.
Pupo-Walker is completing
extensive studies of interrelations
of the arts of the Mexican
Revolution. He has published
studies on Mexican, Argentine,
Colombian, Chilean and Spanish
literature and its contributing
editor of a volume of "Studies in
Short Fiction" dealg with
contemporary Spanish American
fiction.
The lecture is part of the
Aspectos do Ia cultura hispanica
series.

Hugh Fudenberg
Hugh Fudenberg, second
annual Christine Larsen visiting
professor, will lecture at 8 a.m.
May 6 on genetically determined
defects in human resistance to
infection at a grand rounds session
in the UNM Basic Sciences
Building, 915 Stanford NE.

Catalog Delayed

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini ..
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the rninimum number of
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism BuHding. Room
205~ afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Due to a press breakdown, the
new general catalog will not be
ready until Monday morning.
Copies should be available at the
.~:-ecords
office in the
administration building.

TERMS: Payment must be made in fu11 prior to insertjon of advertisement

1)

$20 REWARD for Sony cassette tape recorder taken from Sub -Theatre Friday.
April 30tll. Contact Tom Hargrove at
Film Committee Office. No questions
nsked. 5/6
W A N TED ; STUDENT PULL disabled
ll!ini-Cooper to Fort Worth. 268·0213.
5/10
WANTED--CALCULUS TUTOR-patient,
profc<sional. 296-5832 after 5 P.11. 5/10
UP AGA1NST THE WALL7 There could
be alternatives. Agora-NW Corner of
Mesa Vista, 277-3013
NOT1CE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must
be in by a p.m. to run the rollowing day.

2)

LOST&FOUND

LOST: FEMALE PEK1NGESE, blonde,
one cyed-Sundayp Roosevelt Pnrk. 7:30
P.M. Reward. 846-0201. 6/11
LOST: A BLIND meaningless life of
emptyness nnd insecurity.
FOUND: A FRUITFUL._;_n_cv_er_e-nd-:-:1-ng-cx-istnnce of Jove, veace and understanding
through Jesus. 6/11
LOST: LIBRARY BOOK-Fry's Trans!onnationJJ. Call 243-1030, Reward. 6/11
LOST: FOUR MONTHS OLD Gennan
Shepard, black with silver chest and lege,
one ear split on the tip. reward 242-8421.
6/3
FOUND-A man's watch of good quality
on Terrace, across from Art Dept. Call
256-7062.
REWARD FOR FIRST TO locate light
green 1962 VW (N.M. license 22-G1207)
taken from campus parking lot north or
Johnson Gym. Call evenings 298-1487,
day 298-1818. 6/6

3)

SERVICES

PASSPORT, application or identification
photos, fast, and inexpeMivc. Near
UNM. Either call 265~2444, or come to
1717 Girard N.E. 5/6
TYP1NG: TERM PAPERS, theses, dissertations, etc. Mrs. Klnkrule-898-3400.
5/11
.
TYPING SERVICE-reasonable rate. 9809
Salem N.E. 296-8349. 5/13

5)

FOR SALE

5)

PERSONALS

Uranus

SUM1!1ER SHIRTS-many colored T-sbirts,
sleeveless, and string knits. $1.50 to
S12.00. Lobo Men's' Shop, 2120 Central
SE.
1971 SINGER SEW1NG 1\IACHINES.
never been used, (7) fully equipped to
zig-zag. make buttonholes, etc. This is n
first time offer and they will go f .. t at
$49.95 apiece. We have threaded them
!or your inspection. United Freight
Sales, 3920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 3/29
BLUE JEAN BELLS in all sizco. Now at
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

CIMARRONCITA. BOYS CAl\iP baa openings for eounselors experienced in crolts,
tennis and swimming. For information
call: 242-0634 or 242-4454. 6/11
FEE PAID JOBS, local and re-Joeato, $8,000
plus. Contact Acme, 6300 Central S.E.
256-3546. 5/10
JOB 1NFORMAT10N. Amblt!Qus men of a.ll
trades north to Alaska. nnd Yukon, o.round
$2800 a month. For complete informatian
write to Job Research, P.O. Box 161,
Stn-A, Toronto, Ont. Enclooe $3 tn cover
cost. 5/13
FREE FOOD l Kitchen help needed. Fraternity. No experience O.K. Call 247·
3010.

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

CREATIVE SUli!MER DANCE PROGRAl\i:
Ballet,
Modern.
Bonuses:
Santa Fe's sparklinsr skies, coal njghts;
Santa Fe Opera; Indian Dances; Na ..
tional Parks. App!ieat!ans: Ballet del

Monte Sol, Box 696. Santa Fe, New
Mexico. (506) D83-3047. 6/12

The planet Uranus will be viewed during open house at the UNM
observatory from 8:30 to 10 p.m.
May 6. Visitors may usc the physics department parking lot at Yale
and Lomas.

Calling You
lllllltnlllllllllll!illllilllllllll~lll;ti!l:lli!ilillllll!illlllilllilllli~lll:mmm::m:nn:mmuml
Thunday, May G
Education Administration; Union, room
263; noon.
. •
Technology Appheat10n Center, room
23I .. n; noon.
.
Film committee: Umon, tbc-nter: 6 p.m.
Wagon Wheel SQuare Dance Club;
Johnson Gym, room 184: '1 v.m.
Christian Scjcnce Organization; Union,
room 230; 7 p.m.
A
Alpha Kappa Psi; Unlan, room 250- ;
7:30p.m.
•
Power Cells; Umbn, room 2 3O; 8 p.m.
Baha.i Student Association; Union, room
250-D; 8 p.m.
Circle K; Union, room 250-A; 9: 1 5 p.m.

tiJ'c>S,
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Costume Shop

liigh Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit

INVESTIGATION
OFA CITIZEN
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SIMMS BUILDING
247·4406

Sri Sathyo Soi Babo
A rare collection of films

Explaining the films in person will be

INORA OEVI
AMERICA'S First Lady of Yoga
May 7th a+ 6 & 8pm only

DONT LOOK BACK
A Film By D. A. Pennebaker

May 8 & 9
in the SUB Theatre

at 6:00 8:00 10:00 PM
$1.00 w/ID
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in the Sub Theatre
$1.00 donation will be accepted
proceeds go to the Sai Foundation
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I)lloto l1y Churl;: I•'r-U

The Cherry Bash Sock Hop
begins tonight at 8 in the Union
Ballroom for all you cool Daddyos.
They'll want 75 cents stag;$1 drag
at the door.

Friday, Moy 7, 1971

with golden oldies like "Blue
Suede Shoes" and "Teen Angel."
Steve Wilkes, co-chairman of
the People's Park Committee,
said, "We got the idea for the
dance while discussing the things
that went on in the fifties-thin
belts, pink shirts, collars turned
up, hair swept up in the front,
wings on the side and a duck's ass
in back."
Money from the hop will go to
buy evergreens, and a fence while
the grass (in the fifties sense of
the word) is growing.
For all parents: Chaperones will
be provided (awh-h·h). Sherman
Smith, director of administration
and de ve lo pment, and Ferrel
Heady, president of the
University, have been invited to
attend. Smith has accepted but
said, "I don't think there is any
need for chaperones anymore.''
Heady was out of town for the
week and was not available to lay
the facts on us.
Tasteless
"Wear anything-as long as it's
tasteless-you can get stuff like
that from Goodwill-really fine
garb," Wilkes said.
Chairs will be placed around
the sides of the room and "The
girls will sit on o11e side and the
boys on the other, they '11 just sit
there and stare at· each other
across the room and no one will
dance," Wilkes said.
"We're looking for a '50 Mere
1;ght now to set in the middle of
the floor. It's a classic car of the
fifties. It has a big rake-and looks
like its going dow'nhill all the
time. It's really a tasteless
automobile," Wilkes said. The
committee will also accept a '57
Chevy.
A display is set up ill the Union
right now-complete with a
formal, open-toed high heels and a
collection of '45's.

Budget Hearings

Faculty Fears Loss ofT enure, Dismissal, Ostracism

""--~-·-·------~-~ ___ _ j

Like wow, Daddy-o 's-the
neatest, niftiest hop around is
gonna happen here this week with
like, man, those far-out cats
swingin' Ralph Rocket and the
Crew Cuts and Pat "Pelvis"
Pattison.
The Cherry Bash Sock Hop is
gonna be on May 7, at 8 p.m. in
that nowsville place, the Union
Ballroom-and man, that's where
it's happenin' with the bop and
jitterbug.
Cool door prizes will be
given-like the first five cats in get
a free bottle of butch wax.
That great teen flick
classic-"Junior Prom" with faves
Freddie Stewart and June Pressier
will be shown to all you cats and
chicks.
Those neat-o I.D.'s with (don't
faint now, dolls) Elvis' pic inside
will be given to the winner of the
peachy dance conl;est. Spotlight
dancing will also be held-just like
Dick does on Bandstand.
Records will be rated, too, (but
the question "Would you ):llly the
record?" must always be answered
"No, I don't like the words, but it
has a good beat and it's easy to
dance to.)
All you Big Men on Campus
and dolls wear thaf Kt.t:/:y
Dress-y'lmow sportsjacket, thin
belt, white sociiS, pink shirt,
pegged pants-and you dolls bring
them neat bobby socks, long
dresses and crinolines.
Cheap
You only hafta spend a little
bread-7 5 cents stag, $1 drag and
free if you have a crewcut.
Proceeds (that's like all the
bread they get) will go to the
People's Parle You'll really be
goofing if you don't make the
scene, man. Guaranteed to have
more fun than at a panty-raid.
Larry Klausen, one of the
biggie jockies, will spin the wax

interfere with federal employes not only of the demonstrators
performing their duties.
who tried to shut down the city
Davis and officials of the but of the anti-war congressmen
People's Coalition for Peace and who welcomed them to the U.S.
Justice declared and end to Capitol.
"phase one" of 1a mass civil
disobedience campaign in
Washington a few hours after a
last-gasp protest march fizzeld out
on the rain-dampened streets of
the capital.
Davis aaid one possible plan for
the next round of demonstrations
Th(' ASUNM Finance
would be to try to obtain for the Committee will hold budget
so-caUed "Pe·ople's P£>ace Treaty" hearinjls next week prior to
the signatures of 50 men "who, if submitting a new budget to the
they signed the Treaty, would by Student Senate.
their power in their government,
The committee will meet from
end the war."
3:30 to 6:30 and 7:30 to 9:30
He said the new campaign, to p.m. every day next week.
be mapped some time in June and
Committee chairman Jerry
possibly at Madison, Wis., would Buckner has placed a sign-up sheet
be "militant and broad-based, on the bulletin board outsid<> the
aimed at creating an intolerable ASUNM offices for l,rroups to
situation for the American select a hearing time.
government as long as it continues
The previous budg<>L was
its war policies.
rejected by the stud<'nts in the
However, in Congress- targ<>t of April 28 Plection.
·
a final rally of the militants on
The budget h<>arings an~ open
Wednesday-ther<> was criticism to the public.

AMum Professor Gathers No Hass~e
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Fabulous Fifties Revisited
In Cl1erry Bash Sock~ Hop
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LAST TIMES TONIGHT

Bringer of the World Divine
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Old Town
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Red uclion Work-Reduce Irom any size Up to 14" by 18" down to Sv.'' ·' 1r
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Computer printouts}' engineering drawings, accounting Wol'kshec1s, organizath:tn

The
ASUNM
FILM COMMITTEE

WASHINGTON
(UPI)--Members of Congress on
both sides of the Vietnam issue
denounced this week's anti-war
demonstrators Thursday, but
protest leaders vowed to return in
six to eight weeks and create an
"in to I erable situation for the
American government."
Rennie Davis, a leader of the
May Day Tribe which tried and
failed to stall government activity
early this week, told a news
conference, "If Richard Nixon
thinks this week was hot, wait
until next time-this was only a
warmup."
Deputy Attorney General
Richard G. Kleidienst meanwhile
told newsmen that a Federal
Grand Jury would be empaneled
to investigate conspiracy charges
against Davis and another Chicago
Seven defendant arrested here
Tuesday, John R. Froines.
The jury will be empaneled
after Davis and Froines app<"ar at
a preliminary hearing May 12 on
charges they conspired to depriw
citizens of their civil rights and to

STARTING FRIDAY

c;omtn9 to

.

War Protestors. Irritate Congress

The traditional graduation
barbecue for degree candidates,
their families and friends, and the
faculty, will be held from 4-6 p.m.
at the New Mexico Union June 6,
followed by the Commencement
exercises at the Arena.

west

a Lbaq aer:zque

opy korner

auto shut off, pause, tape cleaner. 12
inputs and outputs, footage 'meter,
more features. Excellent condition. 256 ...

tfin(•, J~ootl

je·ans

Demonstrators Vow to Return in Six Weeks

7.

~-r-~

FORSALE

9004. o/6
MUST SELL HONDA 750. Beat acceptable offer by Saturday. 256-3221. 5/12
TOO MANY CARS: l:lust soU 1964 Corvair-4 spd-2 door. Excellent condition
-$300, 299-7189 ntfer 5 :30 P.M. 6/12
COMPLETELY ORGAN1C ~'ERTILIZEI!.
--Not manure or compost. Has Valuable
tJnproces.'ied trace minerals. $3.60 for 50
lbs. Call 268-9206.
1!J53 CHI<;VY PICKUP, 4-spccd, good cond:
$250 or trade for cnr. 877·2220. 5/10
THRmiJ NgW 1971 stereo consoles cornpJctc with large delux Gerrard changel'
and 4~speaker system. $87.50 cneh or
t~rms. United Freight Snlcs, 3920 Sa.n
Mateo, open 9 to 9. 4/5
' -:-'------c.,----;-_•
FIVE NEW STEREO nrnt>liflcrs with AM·
l<'M multinlcx tuner and 4-spcaJccr sys..
tcm. Ua:; inputs: for tape and phono.
SG!I.fl(j or terms. United li"rcight Sales;
:{020 San Mntco, open 0 to 9. 4/G
··iai vw-:rirJ<in"r:o'Nni~fioN:·-,-.:-",u-.ii:-:-t~c-n-

Senator Sam Bratton, who is
credited with being more
responsible than any other
individual for establishment of
UNM's School of Law in 1947.
Commencement activities begin
June 4 with a series of receptions
for · degree candidates by their
colleges, religious services, open
houses, and the 'health sciences
convocation for graduates of the
School of Medicine, College of
Nursing, College of Pharmacy and
dental programs.
UNM President and Mrs. Ferrel
Heady will receive degree
candidates and their families June
5 from 3-5 p.m. and will give a
luncheon Sunday honoring
regents, honorary degree
J:ecip ients and retiring faculty
members.
Commissioning ceremonies for
NROTC graduates will be held
June 6 and for AFROTC on June

llllllllll:lllllllilllllllllillllllill:IIIIUlllillllllliiiiiiJ:I:II:nli:IIIJIJ;iiiiiiiii!UIIIII~IIIIIIllllllil

You don't need a weatherman to
know which way th.e wind blows

YAMAHA 650. 4800 miles, $99o. Air con•
ditioner, 110 volt. 449 Sycamore NE, 2426006. 5/11
SWIM SU1TS: tank suits, trrulitional and
hagtries. Price $5·$8. Lobo Men's Shop,
2!20 Central S.E. 5/10
MAMIYA·SEKOR-528TL, w!tb case, vivatar 90 flash, Petri telephoto lens. $100.00.
265-8119. 5/10
TELEFUNKEN SPEAKERS, 9 speakers
in each cabinet $80. Sony TC-355 tape
deck $80.
NEW RCA TV portable $76. Must sell.
Call R!eh 842-8210. 5/19
AKA! (Roberts) M-8 profC!lSional stereo
tape recorder with speakers and 40
watt amp1ifler. Headphone jack, crossfield heads, sound on sound, 3 speeds.

UNM will bestow honorary
doctorates on a distinguished
artist and an eminent federal
district judge during
Commencement exercises June 6
at 7:30 p.m. in the Arena.
Nominated and endorsed by
the faculty were Raymond
Jonson, retired professor of art,
and U.S. District Court Judge
Howard C. Bratton. They are to
receive, respectively, a Doctor of
Humane Letters and Doctor of
Laws degree.
Jonson, who will be 80 on July
18 retired from UNM in 1954 but
sin'ce then has remained as active
as ever, directing the Jonson
Gallery, 1909 Las Lomas NE,
continuing his own art activities
and assisting students and fellow
artists.
Bratton, 49, a native of Clovis,
served as a UNM regent from
1959-68 and was president of the
Regents from 1963-65. He has
be-en a federal judge since 1964.
In 1966 he was one of 12 jurists
named to a judicial conference
committee on operation of the
fed era! jury system. He was
chairman of the Public Lands
Committee, New Mexico Oil and
Gas Association, 1961-64, and
chail'man of the Public Land
Committee of the Inter-state Oil
Compact Commission from
1963-64.
He entered private law practice
in New Mexico in 1948, after
completing Jaw studies at Yale in
1947. His studies were Interrupted
by service in World War II in
England and Europe. He is a 1941
graduate of UNM.
The present Judge Bratton is
the son of the late U.S. Judge and

By SARAH LAIDLAW
Prof. Herman Blah-Blah had no
comment when aslH'd if he had
been fired.
Virgil Homer, a prominent
Bottstown law professor, had no
comment when asked if he would
be the new dean of the law
school.
The president of Yucca U. had
no comment when asked if the
student union director would be
fired.
These people are playing the
game of keeping their mouths
shut. By keeping their mouths
shut they will not be punished by
dismissal, denial of tenure, too
many classes, ostracism by their
peers or an undercover reprimand
from the higher-ups.
"No comments" are seen in
every newspaper, perhaps more so
in student newspapers. Faculty
members seem hesitant to talk
about certain things, particularly
if their names will be attached to
a quote.
If they talk, the university
world will know how faculty
members feel. A quote puts a
person on the line. A "no
comment" supposedly does not.
But sometimes it tells more
than a straight answer.
A University professor, who
didn't wish to be identified, said a
refusal to tell all is closely
involved in the hierarchical
structure of a university. A
university hierarchy is "almost as
rigid a hierarchy as the military,"
he said. "We make pretenses of
democracy, but we don't operate
in a democracy. The higher-ups in
the hierarchy wield a tremendous
power."
Power of Money
The power, he believes, is
money. "Continuing pay is the
power to make or break a man."
If a faculty member does not
keep his mouth shut, the
professor believes, his chairman or
dean can make things "terribly
uncomfortable. 1 have known
several instances where someone
has bucked the hierarchy and has
been severely punished."
When engineering professor
Marion Cottrell arrived at UNM
13 years ago, a retired professor
told Cottrell he better keep his
mouth shut or he wouldn't get
tenure. "If
had to be a
milquetoast, I didn't want
tenure," Cottrell said. "But I had
no trouble getting tenure."
Cottrell, one of the most
outspoken faculty members, said
he has not yet been promoted to
full professor. Cottrell said his
outspoken positions have not
"directly" affected his promotion.

r

"But in the last three years I
haven't done as much research
because I've been involved in
other things. That is what they
tell me is the problem." He is an
associate professor.
Afraid to Talk
Cottrell said some professors
have expressed amazement that he
speaks out often. The other
professors are afraid that if they
open their mouths, they will be
denied promotion.
Another professor who wished
to be anonymous, said the.re are
patterns of noisiness and quiet
from school to school. "Physics
and math are 'noisy' departments
here," he said. "They think
nothing of speaking out. Biology
and chemistry seldom if ever get
involved. At New Mexico State
University, all the outspoken
professors are in the biology
department."
At UNM, he said, departments
have a tendency toward
homogeneity. "It's almost as if
senior faculty members determine
if a man fits the tub."
James Thorson, an outspoken
English professor, does not feel
the academic hierarchy is that
rigid. He has never received any
feedback from other faculty
members when he has criticized or
taken a stand on an issue.
Intimidation
Cottrell, however, feels an
"atmosphere of intimidat'on" at
the University. "Some younger
faculty members will not even
vote in University-wide meetings,"
he said. "They'll tell me
confidentially that they agree
with what I'm doing.'' Whether or
not the atmosphere is real, he
said, as long as some faculty
members feel intimidated, faculty
silence will continue. "There are
enough cases around that young
faculty are reluctant to speak
out," he said.
Neither Cottrell nor Thorson
feel the administration is more
willing to talk than professors.
Thorson, in fact, believes the
opposite is true, "Quite often
someone in the administration
does not want to hurt anyone so
he shuts up. Professors have no
one to hurt.''
Prof. Gerry Goldhaber, who has
been studying communications
networks throughout the
University, feels there are other
reasons for "no comment"
responses.
Spite
"They may not want to appear
stupid, they may not have the
information, they may have the
information but are not allowed
to give it by authority of someone

above or it might be spite," he
said. "Th~y mijlht want to screw
you up, or th<'Y might not want to
geL involvE'd."
Sometirnl's, said Goldhaber, a
closed mouth keeps an ethical
person from lying. Say a
prominent administrator is
looking for another job. Rather
than deny that he wants to leave,
the administrator will say "no
comment" when asked. It
prevents him from lying-saying
he is not looking for a job-but it
also protects him in case he does
not get another job.
Another professor said faculty
members or administrators might
feel students "may not always
understand" reasons behind an
affair, or students shouldn't be
interested in faculty business.
Hushed-Up Meetings
Faculty members are loath to
divulge details until "all the facts
are in." The Lobo has been
covering Faculty Policy
Committee (FPC) meetings for
over a year, yet rarely is a Lobo
reporter allowed to tell all.
Peter Prouse, former FPC
chairman, said this arrangement is
used to "prevent erroneous ideas"
that will "deter or compromise" a
faculty position.
He said when the FPC was
plotting strategy for salary
negotiations, the committee
didn't want its strategy known.
Often, too, said Prouse, "we
discuss personalities or careers.
They are delicate or difficult
matters."
Lobo Campus Editor Bob
Hlady, who used to cover FPC
meetings, however, has a different
viewpoint. "It shows a lack of
confidence in Lobo reporters to
report accurately.''
Lobo Quits
The Lobo has stopped covering
FPC meetings. After sitting
through a four-and-a-half hour
meeting on faculty salaries, the
FPC told Hlady he couldn't report
percentage figures or actual sums.
"That really took the middle out
of my story," said Hlady.
Sometimes a reporter will know
a resignation is due, but the
reporter can't get anyone to talk
about it.
A case in point is Union
Director Ron Baum's recent
resignation. The Lobo knew for
weeks Baum planned to resign,
but reporters couldn't get Baum
or anyone else to spill the beans.
When Ba um finally did talk, he
said, "I'm pretty fed up with the
way The Lobo has treated us in
the past. If The Lobo says I
resigned under pressure from any
source, I'll raise hell."
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Michigan Highway I-Ieroes
Topple Billboard Monsters

analysis:

The Care & Cultivation of Rose Bushes
Beware of carnivorous roses.
Tomorrow marks the first anniversary of the New Mexico N ationa! Guard's Pacification Program for the New Mexico Union.
It was on May 8, 1970, that
Guardsmen acting under some -set
of mysterious orders swept the
Mall, bayonnetting 11 people and
occupying the Union for a short
pe"riod of time.
The Guard and State Police had
been called onto the campus after
the Union had been occupied for
three days following the Cambodian invasion and Kent State and
Jackson State killings. The
Guard's function that day was to
secure the Union so that the State
Police could arrest all of those
who refused to peacefully leave
the Union. But what should have
been a relatively "routine" opera-

tion was in actuality a comedy of
errors.
It all began when then Gov.
David F. Cargo called the Guard
up, turned control of the troops
over to State Police Chief Martin
Vigil, and then went fishing. Vigil
apparently didn't know just what
he was supposed to do with the
Guard. It is certain that he didn't
know when, or even_if, the Guard
would get to the campus that Friday (with typical military precision they arrived late). Nor did
the State Police have any real
need for the Guard's assistance.
Before the Guard's arrival the
police had peacefully carried out
most of the arrests inside the
Union and for all intents and pur))oses the building had been secured. Even when the Guard did
arrive they weren't quite sure how
to carry out the operation. First

they swept the 1\fall (fixed bayonets apparently being part of
their standing operating procedure just as loaded weapons were
part of the Ohio National Guard's
standard procedures) and only
then did they announce they
would sweep the Mall and ask
everyone to disperse. By then, of
course, the bloodletting was over.
When asked later why the Guard
had bayonetted 11 people one
Guard spokesman said: "l\fy men
didn't bayonet anyone. If someone
got hurt they must have fallen
into a rose bush."
This year has been peaceful so
far but it is impossible to say if
trouble might break out again and
the Guard make a return visit.
Until then it should suffice to warn
all those who use the Mall to steer
dear of the rose bushes-they
may be hungry again.

Eco-action, Cindy Felong
Reprinted from the Colorado Daily
DETROIT-Throughout history people have become
he~oes an~ created legends about themselves by destroying
thmgs whwh menaced travelers. To make safe a perilous
joumey has been always considered a great deed by people
everywhere. The Greeks were forever grateful to Theseus for
having killed Procrustes, Procrustes had a nasty pasttime of
snatching travelers off the road and making them fit his iron
bed-if they were too short, he stretched them out; if they
. were too long, .he lopped off the excess.
Sailors always revered the Trojan Aeneas for permanently
separating the Clashing Rocks which used to crush whole
ships when they passed through. And who could forget St.
George who slew the dragon that ravaged the countryside?
Robin Hood, too, used to help folks trying to make it
through Sherwood Forest by protecting them from the
highway robbers.
Now, in southeastern Michigan, there has come upon the
scene new heroes looking after the interests of the innocent
traveler. On dark nights, armed with axes, hatchets and
sometimes a powersaw, small bands of determined young
peo~le strike blows for justice and ecology. Though relatively
few m number, already the results of their clandestine efforts
have been seen and appreciated by thousands of travelers on
the state's highways.
Their targets are the giant, leering billboards that crouch
along the highways, assaulting the sensibilities of the unwary
traveler and causing dangerous distractions. With deft strokes
in a matter of minutes the roving bands fell the obscen~
creatures. There have been at least 80 found slain in the past
three months along I-96, I-94 and U.S. 23.
These giant-slayers move on the fringes of the law. Some
hav~ . been arrest~d by the authorities and charged with
maliCious destructwn of property. But according to a law of
the state, the billboards were declared illegal back in 1966.
Yet the monsters remained unscathed. Attorney General
Frank Kelley, bearing a striking resemblance to the Sheriff of
Nottingham, has said: "I consider it a tragedy if young
pe<;>pl~ are en.gaging in this willful destruction of property.
Th1s 1s certamly wrong and should be condemned." He
suggested that the young people turn their energy into
supporting another anti-billboard law.
But the people's heroes know where that would get them.
Already th;ir exemplary actions have spurred others to
follow their lead. The Detroit Free Press received an
a':'lonymous, call from someone saying, "We're not a bunch of
kids ... Were doing it because the billboards block our
view." He was referring to three billboards sawed down in the
downriver area near I-75. He was very enthusiastic and ended
by saying, "Doggone, we might go into this full-time."
And so the tale goes on. Will the devious Kelley be able to
thwart the people's crusade against the billboard meance? As
you travel the highway, remember those who are struggling
to protect you and your country.
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UNM Student Turns On By Listening To His
By DEANNE STILLMAN
Tony Seymour turns on with misdemeanor.
"Let me give you my Alpha
alpha waves and the government
can't do a thing about it. Seymour Rap," Seymour said, sitting on a
rna ttress on the floor of his
is a UNM student and has been
doing the "alpha high" for about dormitory room. The room is in
disarray, Hendrix records and
four months.
Alpha waves are one of three books on Zen Buddhism scattered
types of brain waves and are around, a guitar on the bed.
"Like the Alphaphone, man,
produced during light sleep or
meditation. Phenomological it's really relaxing. It relieves
Systems, Inc., formerly Aquarius anxieties. It's very mellow."
The idea of listening to your
Electronics, a California-based
outfit, is marketing a pair of own brain waves originated after
headphones which enables a some Indian researchers studied a
person to listen to his brain waves. group of yogis in India and found
'l'uning in costs $17 5, which is that yogis in a trance produce
in the long run (a very long run) more alpha waves than when in a
cheaper than dope, and has not normal mental state.
Continuing on his rap, Seymour
yet been legislated a

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Scholarships

Golf Tourn,ament

Four $500 scholarships are
available for Bataan veteran's
children based on financial need
for the 1971-72 school year. applkants must be upperclassmen,
New Mexico residents and fulltime students at UNM. The 200th
Bataan Mothers Club of Albuquerque is offering the scholarships.
Applications may be obtained
in room 118 of the Student Aids
Office. Deadline is May 21.

An open golf tournament for
students and faculty is being
sponsored by the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity May 21 at 8 a.m.
at the UNM south golf course.
Registration is at 'the Union or
at the fraternity at 801 Yale N.E.
until May 14. Fee is $3 for UNM
faculty and students, and for
others $6.
First prize is a $25 gift cirtificate from Coors; second is a $15
cirtificate from Coors and third
place is six golf balls.
For further information, call
247-2148.

Orientation Handbook
The New Student Orientation
Committee is compiling a handbook on University activities. Any
organization wishing to be included in the book must write one
paragraph describing the group's
purpose, activities and other relevant data.
Information is due at the New
Student Orientation Committee
box in the Union by May 12 or it
will be omitted.

said, "If you listen to your own article. Like I just had to get the
alpha waves and know how to .tell headphones," he said, Seymour
them apart from beta and theta sent away for the
waves, then you will learn under battery-operated machine in
what conditions you produce January.
The headphones come with a
alpha waves. Like it's just a
machine, it just teaches you. Once set of instructions, and a
you learn, you don't need it any recording of brain waves which
more. Sometimes I'm sitting in describes the three types. Even as
class and if I feel like tuning out, I little movement as an eye blink
will alter the brain wave pattern,
so the listener must know which
waves are produced under what
conditions.
"Listening to your brain is
really strange," Seymour said. Tci
get ready for the experience, first
you rmt on a headband which
comes with the Alphaphone, then
put on the machine. Four small
round metal plates, electrodes, are
suspended from the headphones
by wire, and dabbed with what
Seymour calls "electrode cream,"
then placed under the headband,
two in front, two in back. "The
electrodes act as a conductor," he
said, "They relay the sound of
waves back to you."
"When I first started I listened
about 20 minutes at a time
because it's very tiring in the
beginning. But now I can do it for
about two hours. After a while,
Tony Seymour
you forget who or what you are,
just close my eyes and listen for and tune out all noise. When I'm
done listening I usually play
alpha."
"Drifting"
by Hendrix. He really
He first learned of the
knew
what
he was talking about."
Alphaphone in the August, 1970
Eventually you learn to
issue of Life magazine. The article
did not show pictures of longhairs produce an "alpha state." "I just
on bummers and was not a survey sort of feel it, there's no way to
of Middle America's attitudes on really know if you are in an alpha
state," said Seymour.
dope.
Long range effects have
"I freaked when I read the

-

amounted to a change in attitude
and thinking manner, "I feel
mellower, and my thinking has
changed from images to
concepts," Seymour said.
The Alphaphone is not widely
used yet, but with more publicity,
Seymour expects it to catch on.
"In about ten years, I can picture
housewives sitting in their living
rooms grooving to alpha," he said.
The U.S. government hasn't yet
interfered with use of the
Alphaphone, but in Britain,
Seymour said the Moody Blues
used alpha frequency in the
background of "Thinking is the
best way to travel," and the
British government had them
delete certain frequencies.
.
"The alpha trip is natural,"
Seymour said, "You can't imagine
a bad or good trip. It's all in your
head."
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Budget Deadlines

t

Organizations have until May
11 to submit their 1971-72
budget requests to ASUNM
President Ken White.

t'

Lobo Goof
The Lobo yesterday incorrectly
identified ASUNM Senator Pam
Powell as Sam Powell. We regret
the error.

Rogers Tiptoes Through Mid East on Delicate Mission
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Secretacy of State William P.
Rogers' Mid East visit brought to
head a policy debate between
Egypt's hawks and doves, with the
doves, for the moment at least,
seemingly_ at least in the
ascendancy.
Although an oversimplification, it is one
interpretation which may be
drawn from Cairo's cryptic
announcement of the dismissal of
Vice President Ali Sabry, longtime
friend of the Soviet Union, bitter
critic of the United States and
opponent of a compromise peace
settlement in the Mid East.
It further suggests the
importance attached to the
Rogers visit by the government of
Egyptian President Answar
Al-Sadat and the praise or blame
which will be heaped ol1 the
American secretary if his mission
succeeds or fails.
Roger's Misfortune
It is Rogers' misfortune that
besides the delicacy of his
mission, he also is the prisoner of
circumstances beyond his control,
involving as they do a power
struggle between Sadat and his
closest rival, Sabry, and, in Israel,
a government whose ability to
compromise is limited by a
defiant public opinion opposed to
any Israeli withdrawal from
occupied Arab territory.
That this public opinion is in
part the result of the
government's own manipulation is
beside the point in this discussion.
· Although not among the early
leaders, Sabry is one of the last of

Page 2

the originals in the coup that
overthrew King Farouk in July
1952.
,
With President Gamal Abdel
Nasser's death last October he
was considered among the lea'ding
contenders for the succession
Over the years he has
demonstrated great resiliency.
He has served as premier and
had served once before in the vice
presidency, before the 1967 war
with Israel. In 1965 Nasser named
him Secretary General of the Arab
Socialist Union, Egypt's only legal
political party. He fell into eclipse
in 1969 after a smuggling scandal
involving members of his party on
a return from a visit to the Soviet
Union.
Nasser's Succcessor
In April, 1970, Nassar named
him permanent secretary of a new
ASU Commission on Foreign
Affairs, with special attention to
the Soviet Union,
He was last known to have
visited the Soviet Union last
December during a military
mission there. He did not
accompany Sadat on the latter's
secret visit there in late January.
Sabry is known as a doctrinaire
Marxist socialist.
He opposed Nasser's agreement
with Saudi Arabia to end the war
in Yemen, and he argued that in
order to maintain its international
influence, Egypt must continue
support for "national liberation
movements" abroad.
Mid East Peace
In his opposition to Sadat, he
apparently sought to use both hi$
friendship with the Soviet Union
and his influence inside the ASU.

He opposed his government's
i nftiatives toward a negotiated
M1d East peace and its plans to
join in a federation with Libya
and Syria.
Presumably his opposition to

the latter sprang from extreme
nationalism since the leaders of
both Libya and Syria are almost
as warlike as he in their enmity
toward Israel.
Sadat's break with Sabry may

be an all-or-nothing move- either
Sadat and Rogers succeed in their
efforts toward peace, or they fail
and Sabey comes back at the head
of a government pledged to a
military solution.
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bike than just a rid.; around the block.
IO·spced gears that cal up the miles
efforlleuly, drop handlebars, sports saddle dual position broke levers and a
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this outstanding bike. Drop in lor a test
ride ond iind out lor yourself what a
difference o Schwinn makes!
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Awards Presented at 33d Annual Honors Assembly

Lobo Arts &Media

Y oleo Ono Whispers Songs
"YOKO ONO/PLASTIC ONO
BAND"-Yoko Ono And The
Plastic 0 no Band (Apple/SW
3373)
Some people will never like
Yoko Ono. But that's okay,
because to the people who do
understand her and love her work
she is a valuable influence on
corrtemporary music. Before
discussing this record, I'd like to
give you some pre-John Lennon
information about Yoko. Every
little bit helps to understand this
music, as she puts her whole self
into it.
Here is her own biography as
given to Rolling Stone in their
March 18th issue:
born: Bird Year
early childhood: collected
skys
adolescence: collected
sea-weeds
late adolescence: gave .birth
to a grapefruit, collected
snails, clouds, garbage
cans, etc. Have graduated
many schools specializing
in these subjects.
When she left Sarah Lawrence
College, she lived in New York
and began doing artistic "pieces"
or "events," as an extension of
herself in an attempt to
communicate with the world.
"Draw a line with yourself. Go
on drawing until you disappear."
This is just one of her many little
"pieces" that appear in her book,
"Grapefruit" (published by Simon
.........

_ _...,...........

and Schuster). "'Grapefruit' was
like a cure for myself without
even knowing it. lt was like
saying, 'Please accept me, I am
mad.' Those instmctions are like
that-a real need to act out your
madness. As long as you are
behaving properly, you don't
realize your madness and you go
crazy."
Since she and John Lennon
met, Yoko has expanded her
communication into films and
records, and live performances.
The movie "Two Virgins," which
also has a soundtrack, shows their
faces merging in ancl out of one
another, being one, and being
each other. The soundtrack is an
unusual piece of electronics and
sound effects, with John and
Y oko standing naked on the
cover.
On her new album, which
complements John's (co-release)
and one should hear both
albums, as they are each inspired
by the other), Klaus Voorman
plays bass, Ringo on drums, and
John on guitar.
The first cut on Side Two,
entitled 'Aos,' includes Edward
Blackwell on rums, David Izenzon
and Charles Haden on bass, with
Ornette Coleman on trumpet.
This cut combines jazz, rock,
tonal patterns and avant-garde
material to form a very haunting
sound in which her voice is at
times almost inseparable from the
music. "She becomes her voice,"

......

kopy korner

SIMMS BUILDING
247·4406

Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14 11 by 18" down to B'h''
High

:< 11
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization

::l>orls1

oversized periodicals and books.

MADRAS
over
tooo Madras
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John says, "and you get
touched." At one 'point she
whispers "not yet" and then goes
into a very intense combination of
her voice and the trumpet, after
which she coughs and the piece is
over.
All the songs on the album
were performed live and most
were recorded in one session,
without any dubbing or voice
transformation, except for a few
slight echoes. "Paper Shoes,'' one
of the other outstanding pieces,
begins with the sound of a train
rushing along the tracks. Then we
are taken inside the train and the
guitar opens with a train-like riff,
and you can hear her voice singing
muffled words, until she stutters
out ''pa-pa-pa-a-a-a-pa-per
sh-shooooooooooes" with the
rhythm still continuing in the
background.
"When I say things I stutter a
little bit. A stutterer is someone
who's feeling something genuine."
At the end of the cut, almost
inaudible unless you have your
stereo turned up full blast, she
whisper-stutters the word
"paper,'' then silence, then you
hear what sounds like dogs
howling, and very quickly she says
"don't worry."
"Why" and "Why Not" are two
jams with John and Yoko, where
John begins frantically playing his
guitar and Y oko comes in just
screaming her head off. One can
feel a tremendous release of
tension between the two on these
cuts, and on "Why Not" the beat
becomes very slow and beautifully
bluesy in a way I've never heard
before. Her voice and John's
guitar carry on a conversation
where at times they are almost
indistinguishable, and at other
times very distinct.
Many people have criticized
Yoko Ono, saying that all she
produces is noise and the result is
a great headache. I believe,
though, that she is an
experimenter, and that the great
range of effects she can create is
almost as good, or even at times
better, than listening to your
favorite lead guitar player. The
trip is this: if you can get to hear
this albu:-.,, listen to it a few times
and I think you'll agree that
"Yoko One/Plastic Ono Band" is
one of the most exciting
experimental records made in
recent years.
Wendy Kunnan
Student solace, midnight to
midnight, 7 days a week. Come in
and talk. Agora, northwest corner
of Mesa Vista. 277-3013.
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Twins and
Doubles

POSTERS 120 different kinds, black & white. Color, Black Light,

$1.00-$2.00
BRASS Incense Burners, Water Pipes
ZODIAK & GREEK BAGS $1.98 & $2.98 two sizes over 1000
in stock to choose from
LEATHER Hdts-Bags-Vests-Variety of colors sizes and styles
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Poetry Readmg
AL YOUNG
Honors Center Lounge
Free
8 p.m. May 7th
GSA-ASU:-IM l'oets Series

a KQEO promotion
ASUNM POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE

presents
-in concert-

ELTON JOHN
plus

history, Thomas Hay in psychology,
and Rebecca Hogan in English.
Sigma Xi tmdergraduate research
awards. Judy A. Brower in geology,
Robert T. Duffy in chemical
engineering, and William H. Hanna in

Joyce Binder, Linda Carrell, Virginia
Chave?., Nancy Crow, Steffanic Daffer,
Stacey Doyle, Charlene Dutchmann,
Cathy Economides, Gloria Emmett,
Denise Fallon, Susan Fisher, Jolly
Frazer, Kathy Furby, Margaret Gluck,

senior in the history department.

department,

electrical engineering.

Susan Greathouse, Sheryl Hargraves,

Mike

S.

Millican prize,

Nicholas

Nogar for the second best academic
performance in chemistry,
New Mexico Institute of Chemists
awards, Wayne Trott, chemistry, and
Constantin P.

engineering.

Halvadakis,

Mathematics awards, Randall W.
Mercer for highest place in Putnam
Intercollegiate Mathematics
Competition, Rozella Hayes as
outstanding

senior in mathe1ntics

education, John Giever and John
Gilbert for freshman mathematics
contest, and Eugene Sydoriak and
Wayne Vucenic as best freshmen in

chemical

Miguel Jorrin and Reginald Fisher

mathematics honors program.

w0 o dr 0 w

Wilson felJowship

honorable mentions,

Raul Garcia in

Business, Economic Data
Available From U Bureau
The many services of the data
bank and information center of
the UNM's Bureau of Business
Research are available to every
New Mexican and to all agencies,
institutions and organizations.
"Nowhere else in the state is
there such an extensive collection
of important economic
information,'' reports a featurette
in this month's issue of New
Mexico Business, monthly bureau
magazine.
.
Organization Of the data bank
and information center was
among the earliest activities of the
bureau, 'founded at UNM more
than 25 years ago and now a part
of the University's Institute for
Social Research and Development.
Areas of information include a
wide variety of populaton data,
capable of rapid access because
the bureau is an official summary
tape-processing center for the U.S.
Bureau of the Census. There is
much material on agriculture,

Photo by Pnt McArdle
Ralph Blum (seated) visited
UNM in mid-April to sell, give
away and discuss his book, "The
Simultaneous Man." The book
deals with the erasing and refilling
of the brain of a U.S. Army
prisoner volunteer.

Blum

All~America awards in swimming,

Steven Craven, 100 and 200 yard
butterfly, and Richard Klatt, 200 yard
freestyle.
Phi Kappa Phi awards for

weapons. He maintains the
President's order is being
sidestepped with a mere name
change for the program. Since the
work is financed by unvouchered
funds, he says it is "immune even
from the prying eyes of most
congressmen."
Blum was a paid subject in the
early LSD experiments at Harvard
in 1954. He says he hasn't done
any acid since the summer of
1955, "because it was so good."
He added that when people ask
his opinion on marijuana he
always tells them "it can have one
nasty side effect, time in jail."
Blum's account of "Black
Bear," a black Army prisvol
whose empty brain is imprinted
with a duplicate of the mind of
one of the scientists working on
the project, begins in the
laboratories of an American
pharmaceutical company and ends
in similar laboratories in the Soviet
Union. Blum characterizes it as
"dying and being reborn courtesy
of the Army."
A few passages in the book
become rather cryptic with
analytic dialogue. However, the
images he creates of these
white-coated men with their
scientifically brilliant minds but
socially naive consciences are
frightening:
"The Simultaneous Man" ends
in irony_ It is a striking modern
morality tale, and despite Blum's
opinion, it is also good science
fiction.
Pat McArdle
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Beattie, !Catharine Coy, Susan Dick
Elizabeth Gage, Marilyn Gaskin:

Margaret Harvey, Elizabeth Hayes.
Carol Heilman, Claudia Hendricks,
Virgenc ldcltcr, Jane Jones, Jacqueline

Krohn.

Jean

Kurtis,

Sara Loesch,

Darice

Strasburg, Irene Stuctzcr, Susan

Rebecca

McKibben.
· Departmental honors in electrical
engineering and computer sciencf;,

Summers, Annette Sussex, Jeanette
Ulibarri, Karen U'Ren, Ginger
Walhood, Rebecca Welch, Birdie

Frances Whalen,
Who's Who Among Students in

outstanding initiates,

Dian~ Potter,

James C. Morgan, Frederick C. Meely,
Arthur D. Vines, Felipe M. Martinez
and Robert H. Christian.
Alumni Association citizenship
award, Leonard DeLayo Jr.
Nominees for

Phi

Beta

Kappa:

Siegrist,

Janet

Squires,

Scruton, Susie Strome.
Inducted into Las Campanas:
Rebecca Alderman, Ann Baker, Paula

Brewer, Mary Church, Arlene Cinelli,
Jennine Crocco, Patricia Egan, Sharon
Fallen, CorL.nne Fligner, AprilrFranklin,

Luther Allen, Robert Allen, Lynette
Bachelor, Sheila Bogost, Charles

Panela Hardin, Dana Kiersch, Emily
Laquer, Debbie Lindquist, Loretta

Bowyer, Judy Brower, Rita Bryson.
Bradley Bumgarner, David Dreesen,

Lonz, Ana Looney. Liz Lovato,
Patricia Mahoney~ Sharon McSherry,

Edmund DuBois, Paula Fielding,
Donna Fossum, Edward Gerety Jr.,
Katherine Gurule, Eileen Hall, Kay
Hatch. Thomas Hay, John Henley,
Rebecca Hogan, Lynn Johnston, David
Kirsner,
Alan Konrad, Anna Krebbs,
Jacqueline Krohn, Heidi Marchand,
Robert McCormick, Karen McKibben,
Terry Meier, Randall Mercer, David
Nelson, Steven Overbury, John
Phillips, Sandra Pickens, Charles
Roybal, Juliana Scott, Miguel
Sherman, David Simms, Terry Smith,
Shirley Stoughton, Willard Thomas,
Dorothy Thompson, Ronald F.
Yandell and Cathy Yandell.
Inducted into Spurs: Kathy
Affholter, Rose Baldassare, Chris
Barlow, Peg Bartlett, Jackie Battaglia,

Patricia Mcllvenna, Jennifer O'Neal.
Jane Perovich, Patricia Rose, Karen
Sampson, Jo Ann Sanchez, Sally
Schreiber, Lu Ann Smith, Lucy Soo
Hoo, Kathi Sperry, Margaret Sterchi,
Gail Wade, Patricia Wallace, Mellicent
Wauters, Ruth Welt and Susan Yorlt:
honorary membership, Mary Hamblen,
Patricia Johnson, Dorothy Nelson and
Nancy Lee,
Indicted into Blue Key: Harold
Anamosa, Richard A%fman, John
Baker, Stephen Breden, Stephen Buck,
David Carletti, David Church, David
Conner, Tim Duddie, Robert Farrell,
Jackson Felsman, Vaun Floyd Jr.,
Austin Gunscl, Stanley Hanan, Gary
Heeter, Robert Hindi, Peter Johnson.
Robrt Kelly, John Konopal<, Alan
Konrad, Thomas Lang, Rolf Melkus,

Donna Trimpe, Diana Valdez and Lynn.
A1ncrican Colleges and Universities:

Joseph Battaglia, Edward Benavidez,
Donald Burge, Leonard DeLayo Jr.,
Robert Duffy, Janice Fuller, Marilyn
Gaskin. Stanley Hanan, J, Dianne
Harris. Carol Heilman, Thomas Hogg
III, Susan Hulsbos, Betty Jeung, ,Judith
Kaufmann, Karel Kavanaugh.
Keven Kelly, Steven Keppers, Sarah
Laidlaw, David Loy, Jan Lupton,
Elizabeth Major,

Gemma Mcnicucci,

Alex Michalodopoulos, Eric Nelson,
Sigrid Olson, Ernest Osborne Jr.,

Jennie Ozog, Polly Page, James Parker,

Penny Riechers, Karen Sellets, Eleanor

Speer, Thomas Tabet, Harriet U'Ren
and Lance Woodworth,
Chalrna: Bruce Jack, Mike Clayton,
Fred Balduini, David Seidler, David
Cason, James H; Young, John
Coffman, R. Jon Kailey, Thomas
Turbett, Michael Casaus, Roger John
Ruvolo.
Ross Allen Wirth, Armand Thomas
Carlan, Dan Eglington, Richard M.
Hinton, John Kelley, Mark Bakkum,
Thomas Vincent Holder, Nunzio De
Santis, Patrick J, Curran, Kirlt
Rowdabough, Jeff Wagner, David L.
Allen,

DOES

RIGH,.

••Yes, in fact

you should see its
apartment~~

YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER
blltlfJrli••l«l~1f

~j;;;;;;.,r~
2312 Central SE • Opposite Popejoy Hall

NEW .ME~ICO
.. "

Padilla, Emmy Perina, Sharon Pharris,
Leslie Price, Michelle Raigoza, Linda
Roc, Linda Salamon. Ellanic Sampson,
Cindy Sanders, Jackie Sheehan, Jan

Vincent Vcspc, Walter White .tr ..
Richard Wright and Bill Zoucha.
Inducted into Mortar Board: Myrna

Jacqueline Krohn and Karan

As Advertised On TV

Cold-Brewed B-B-8-Ballantlne

Terri Olson, Cherri Ottino, Barbara

Reed, L, John Russo, William SandPrs.
Stephen Schum, David Simms, 'I'homas
Snodgrass ,Jr., Richard Trainor,

Nebergall, Helen Overton. Diane
Potter, Ada P. Rippberger, Danca
Shane, Linda Stiles, Judith Stoever,

Until
June 30,
we'll
give you
$1for
any old
watchband
(no matter
what make,
material or
condition)
when you
trade it in
on anew
stainless steel
~or
;· gold filled
Speidel
watchband.

You'll never taste
a colder beer.
'
II

Cleora Hubbard, Karol Kapp, Artis
Keepin, Mary Maloy, Kathy McCall,
Elaine McHale, Kathy Mendius, Rita
O'Brien.

David Melton, Gocil Miehatd .Jr..
Charles Mingle, William Pesch, Scott

An orientation program for students planning to attend the
Guadalajara Summer Session will
be held at the International Center, 1808 Las Lomas, NE at 3:30
p.m. May 7
The entire tuition for the summer session is due at the Office of
International Programs and Services before May 15. Student
health and accident insurance
must be purchased at a coverage
rate of $12.

Mind Transplanting Book~
Labeled as Science Fiction
"THE SIMULTANEOUS
MAN"-Ralph Blum (Bantam/95
cents paperback)
This book about the
transplanting of minds is classified
by the publisher as science fiction.
The author denies it. Ralph Blum
was at UNM in mid-April, selling,
giving away, and discussing his
book with students on the Mall.
The book deals with the erasing
and refilling of the brain of a U.S.
Army prisvol (prisoner volunteer).
The account is fictional, but Blum
says details in the story are based
on conversations with scientists
doing psychological research at
the U.S. government's Edgewood
Arsenal.
One major told him that
extracting the contents of a
person's mind is as easy as
"shP.lling peas." Another scientist
said, "You name it, and we'll do it
for you. Do you want the enemy
crazy and running around? Crazy
and sitting in a catatonic state?
Blind? How about blind with
diarrhea? Or merely unconscious?
Conscious with impaired
judgement, only they don't
know? When it comes to this sort
of thing, we're custom tailors."
Blum discovered that though
the after-effects of many of the
drugs tested at Edgewood are not
known, the Army does no
follow-up on the Gls who
volunteer as subjects. Blum sees
only slight hope for the
regulation of Edgewood's activities
in President Nixon's promise to
halt testing of chemical biological

business and manufacturing in the
state, based largely on the various
censuses usually published every
four or five years.
The data bank has extensive
holdings on state government, its
agencies and activities, and much
information on employment by
industry and by county-including
average weekly pay and average
hours worked. It contains
personal-income data, to the
extent that these are available or
can be soundly estimated. It
contains extensive information on
construction contracts awarded,
banking, and mining.

Mu Phi Epsilon prize in m\lsic, Mark
Hill; Sigma Alpha Iota award in music,
divided among Susan Blatz, Geor.gia
Nuen and Patty O'Rourke.

Guadalajara Summer Session

May 15
•

awards for academic excellence in
Inter-American Affairs, Joseph Holmes
and Cecille Turrictta.
Kappa Omicron Phi award, Barbara
A. Morgan for highest grade point
average in the home economics

Charles LeRoy Gibson memorial
prize, Wayne Trott for the highest
grade point average of a senior in the
chemistry department,

MARK- ALMOND

8:30 pm
UNM Arena
Tickets $4 advance $5 at the door
($3 advahce with student I.D.)
on sale at SUB ticket booth

The following awards were
presented at Monday night's 33rd
bl
1 NM H
annua U
onors assem y.
Coan prize, to Marianna Langton for
the highest grade point average of a

Friday, May 7;l971 ' '
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Senate Comm~ttee Says
Selective Service ·will Sta)r

Lab, Pool, DramaAddition
Highlight Construction
By JIM PENSIERO
(Editor's note: The following is
part two of a two·part feature on
upcoming architectural changes
on the UNM campus.)
In addition to the loop road
extension two major projects are
being prepared for
implementation in the area
around the Farris Engineering
Center. A complex housing-a
physics lab and lecture hall has
been approved and financed. The
Board of Educational l:t'inance
(BEF) recently allocated
$739,000 for the lab with the ·
federal government chipping in
$127,000.
The BEF also allocated
$752,000 toward the lecture hall
with the University adding
$620,000. The lecture hall will be
built underground with a terrace
on top. Hooker said "construction
is quite possible this summer."
Funding for the psychology
complex thus far hasn't been
acquired.
Another major project
scheduled for construction this
summer is the drama department's
addition to the Fine Arts Center.
The BEF has awarded $1,930,000
with the University adding
another $565,000 for the
addition, which is designed to
plug into the southwest corner of
the Fine Arts Center, an area
currently occupied by a parking
lot. McKinney said, "With the
upcoming demolition of Rodey

je"ans . west
, •:; comtng_ to

albuqoe12qoe
.
.,

~

•

this addition is imperative." Last
semester the drama department
was forced to relocate their plays
in the Recital Hall when Rodey
was condemned.
The last major project to be
initiated this summer is an indoor,
olympic-sized pool to be located
behind Johnson Gym. McKinney
and Hooker both expressed hopes
the pool will be completed by late
next spring. Pool construction will
displace four tennis courts and
most of the student parking
behind the gym. Plans are being
made to construct eight new
tennis courts on the site of the old
football practice fields, but the
student parking will not be
replaced on the central campus.
Renovations
In addition to the new
construction, several renovations
and improvements will be made
this summer to existing structures.
The conversion of Mesa Vista
dormitory into faculty and
student organization offices will
continue. Bratton Hall, former
home of the Law School, will be
rem"odeled for use of the
sociology and economics
departments. Other improvements
approved and funded include the
air conditioning of Bandelier,
Marron and Mitchell Halls,
Improvements stymied for lack
of funds include an addition to
the anthropology building to
house the Chaco 'Canyon project
and the construction of a third
floor on the geology building. One
long-range plan that won't see life
for some time is the proposed
lagoon and park to be located on
the site of Yatoka Hall and Y·l.
Hooker said, "I can't say when
the lagoon will be opened as we
still need the space in those
buildings."
With all the definite and
proposed construction the
problem of parking on campus
should disappear; there won't be
any parking spaces to fight for.
Two student lots, the one behind
Johnson Gym and the Fine Arts
Center will definitely be out of
circulation next fall with the large
lot behind the Union destined for
eventual recreation as the
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ClassR1ngs
Unbelievable. College class
rings that are jewelry!
Rings so stylish, you'd wear
one for the sheer ornamentation of it. It's our antidote
to Establishment rings. On
our man's ring, you have
your choice of degree symbol or fraternity letters.
Alld the women's rings are
feminine. Just for women.
Not scaled-down versions
of the man's model. Come
see them-no obligation.

NOB HILL
SHOPPING
CENTER

Indoor Pool

I

Zimmerman Plaza.
Where then will the thousands
of already irate motorists stable
their metallic beasts?
Hooker said, "There is a plan
for a new parking system which
would go into effect next falL The
firm of Chambers, Campbell,
Isaacs on and Chaplan are
producing a plan which is to be
presented to the sub-committee
on traffic and parking of the
campus Planning Committee for
complete review."
Hooker hinted that a possible
result of the plant would be paid
parking for all remaining parking
lots next fall in an attempt to
make parking "self sufficient."
Hooker added, "We want a
parking system that people will
understand. As more pedestrians
and fewer cars will be on the
central campus we will need more
off-campus parking. Some of the
new lots will be located on the
north and south campuses. What
we are working on now is a
method to get the students to the
central campus."
Hooker cited the University of
Illinois system· as a possible
guideline for a feasible parking
system. At Illinois the students
pay a set rate for off-campus
parking and are then shuttled to
campus by bus.
UNM experimented
unsuccessfully with a busing
system early last semester. In
addition to a parking plan Hooker
said that a qualified person is
being sought to fill the recently
created position of parking
manager. The manager's duties
would include coordination of
campus parking and suggestions to
the traffic committee.
The new mall construction and
elimination of central campus
parking follows the original 19 59
campus plan calling for a
pedestrian-dominated campus
core area.

AGORA IS HERE-FOR YOU
Agora is not here to provide magic solutions to

This is an architect's model of the new indoor swimming pool to
be built adjacent to Johnson Gym. The project is slated to begin late
this summer. The pool will displace several tennis courts and a
student parking lot.

UNM Religious Centers
Help to Advise Students
By ANNE PLUMMER
In the jungle of posters and
leaflets on campus and crowded
into little spaces in The Lobo are
occasional notices of varfous
religious ministries on campus.
"The church is sitting on top of
a chance to be helpful to people
in answering their questions," said
William Crews, Episcopal
chaplain.
William Robinson, Director of
the Christian Student Center,
supported by the Church of
Christ, says of his ministry, "We
try to be a home away from
home. We provide Christian
fellowship for those who see the
need.''
Ed Nash, priest at Aquinas
Newman Center, told of
emphasizing commoness of people
and their experiences, "The
ministry doesn't really have to be
explicitly religious t6 function as
ministry," he said.
"It is not sufficient to have just
a liturgical function," said Nash.
"By just allowing the place to be
used, we are helping people to get
together."
Nash said several Catholic
students spend more time next
door at the Lutheran Student
Center. "The students think mon!
in terms of human community
than along denominational Jines.
They are not particularly
interested in doct.rine," he said.
Not Religious
Bruce Keck, Lutheran student
co-ordinator, puts it a different
way. "The students at Luther
House aren't concerned so much
with religion as with friends and
meeting new people. They are not
coming in hope of finding God."
"People have been frustrated so
long with questions about
Vietnam, about civil rights, about
violence. They are going to
discover that the answer is not
external. They are discovering

that action, such as social action,
doesn't support purpose; action
doesn't supply the 'why' in life.
They say, 'After I've done all
these things I'm still empty.'
Everyone's got a religion, but the
questions are becoming the
Christian ones."
"Another function of the
campus ministries," says Crews,
"is to help the students get an
understanding of the life they lead
on campus and then help them go
out and put the understanding
into action."
Noel Pugash, counselor for
Jewish Student Union-Hillel, says
he sees the nature of his
organization as somewhat
different from the other campus
ministries.
"Jews consider themselves not
only belonging to a religion but
also to a people," Pugash says.
"We try to encourage Jewish
identification. We have some
students who have not thought of
themselves as Jewish for years.
"There is a growing interest in
Jewish culture and history, more
than a return to religious
observance. There arc some
students who would like to see a
Jewish studies program on
campus."
The Baptist Student Union is
funded by the Baptist Convention
of New Mexico-a co-operative
effort of all the Baptist churches
in the state.
Director Don Wiley told The
Lobo "I have to admit we are
limited because we do have a very
close working relationship with
the local churches and the local
pastors. Personally I would like to
see us develop a worshipping
community like some of the other
campus ministries have. But I'm
not allowed to do this at this
time. Most of the local churches
and pastors don't agree with me
on this.

problems, it is not here to provide a workshop for
Psych. students. Agora exists for all students at
UNM-to increase communication and understand-

Uruf4rlan

ing, to discuss the problems of living (whether genera I or speciftc),
individuals ftnd pro-

and to help

Chu.re~

fessional help and ser

serve people in

If you'd like more
just like to talk,

any way they can.
information, or would
drop by the North

West corner of Mesa Vista, or call277-3013,
THE MALL

Someone is there 24 hours a day.

Sm·vices 9:30a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
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Photo by Chuck Foil

A pile of water conduit rests on the lush lawn outside Santa Ana

Pipeline

women's dormitory. The piping will carry water to the University
reservoir underneath the tennis courts from a well soon to be drilled
at the corner of Campus Rd. and Girard Blvd.

Writer Wants Schools 'Abolished'
Says 'Social Method of Indoctrination Won't Work'
By JOHN MAXIN
Reprinted from the
University of Washington
Daily
Grade schools should be
"turned into playgrounds and
high schools should be abolished,"
Paul Goodman, novelist, essayist
and editor of Liberation Magazine

Board Will Suggest
One DayMoratorium
For Overdue Books
A "free day" which would allow
students and faculty to turn in
overdue books without penalty
will he suggested to the Zimmernn\ll Library staff by members of
the Collt!ge of Arts & Sciences
Studt~nt Advisory Board today.
Phil Crump, board chairman,
Raid he believed many overdue
books would be returned which
"probably wouldn't be turned in
as fast with a $10 fine hanging on
the hook.'' Crump also suggested
to the Board yesterday tl1at an
all-University effort to res helve
misplaced books be undertaken.
"Many times I've had to look in
the general area of where a book
is supposed rather than the exact
spot it should be," said Crump
He said students and faculty, after
a basic orientation conducted by
the library staff, could do the reshelving possibly within one day
if well-publicized.
Both suggestions were approved
by the student board members.
The board also approved a resolution to tlic A&S faculty to meet
to discuss a new group requirement proposal.
The proposal is a combination
of proposals from the Student advisory Board and A&S Faculty
for A&S students to fulfill three
to twelve houl's in five categories.
The categories include communication skills, humanities, natural
science with mathematics, social
science, foreign language and fine
arts.
Robert J espcrson, assistant
A&S dean and student-faculty liaison, said the proposal met with
"hostility" in a meeting of A&S
detmrtment chairman.
In other action, the student
boutd discussed methods of choosing representatives for 11ext year's
board.

said last week at a lecture at the
University of Washington.
The lecture, "The Incidental
Student: Exclusion of the Student
in Governance and the
Educational Process," was part of
a student government sponsored
conference on the Crisis in
Education.
Goodman said the schools have
a tendency to perpetuate their
own existence and are
abstractions of society. "Schools
want to prepare students for
society," he said, "but in rl'ality
they are incapable of
accomplishing their task.
No Correlation
"There is no correlation
between college performance and
performance in a profession, nor
is there a correlation between high
school dropouts and high school
graduates in future job
performance," Goodman said.
Apprenticeship systems,
churches, labor unions and
families used to be responsible for
"inducting the young into the
mysteries of the world,"
Goodman said, "but schools have
taken over the growing-up
functions."
"In coaxing the young to stay
in school, administrators have
'bought a can of worms'."
Czech Students
The evidence is overwhelming
that the social method of
indoctrination won't work,
Goodman said. He used the
example of the Communistic
indoctrination of Czechoslovakia
in the 1950's resulting in student
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STARTING SUNDAY
Across from Johnson Gym

eome rap with us-eonw us you are
NEW MEXICO LOBO

revolt one generation later.
"The notion that you have to
be taught how to think is
hogwash. Thinking cannot be
broken down into fourth or sixth
year levels, every animal of the
human species learns how to
speak by two years of age, and
this is the most complicated
algebra in the child's life."
Determine Goals
Goodman gave this advice for
those who are stuck at the
university:. "Decide what you
want to learn, ask yourself what
kind of world you would like to
live in, and what you are good at,
then go to the teacher and
demand that he give you that."
When asked how he would
change teaching, Goodman said
"schools should come clean to the
public. The system is vastly
over-expanded because the
administration wants big schools
for political reasons."
"The profession at present isn't
authentic, they {the
administrators) have hoaxed the
public for 5(} years, by acting as
nothing more than babysitters,"
he said.
.
Goodman called for abolition
of compulsory education, saying
"the money would be better used
if given directly to the students to
help themselves get a start in
society," he said.
Goodman has written for the
New York Review of Books, The
Nation and other publications. His
books include "The Incidental
Student," "Growing Up Absurd"
and "A Community of Scholars."

men at the very time they ar1•
forced to carry the burden of
combat."
Authority for the c)rafl is due
to expire June 30. Mike Gravel
(D·Alaska), has threatened to
filibuster the two-year extension
past the deadline, thus forcing an
automatic end to the Draft on
July 1.
Sponsors of the Vietnam
Disengagement Act say they may ·
seek to tie it to the Draft bill as a
rider.
The committee measure also
includes authority for the
President to end student
deferments beginning with those
registering for college this
summer.
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WASHINGTON (UPlrThe
Senate Armed Services Committee
predicted yesterday that attempts
to end the draft in the near future
would fail because of a striking
and serious deficiency in Army
combat volunteers.
The committee opened the case
for a two-year extension of the
draft as the Senate plunged into a
debate over conscription and the
Vietnam war-a discussion that
could last all spring.
The panel, headed by Sen. John
G. Stennis (D·Miss.), filed a
lengthy report warily
recommending approval of
President Nixon's $1 billion
proposal to raise military and pay
benefits.
The administration hopes the
release will produce enough
volunteers to end draft calls by
mid .. 1973. But the Committee
report was skeptical.
It said only 4 per cent of Army
combat Gls are volunteers and it
said this was a major reason "why
attempts to acquire military
manpower without the draft in
the near future are likely to be
unsuccessful."
In addition, the panel estimated
50 per cent of those who
volunteer for any military service
are motivated by the draft.
Three members of the
committee filed a minority report
disagreeing with the conclusion.
Sens. Stuart Symington
(D·Mo. ), Richard Schweiker,
(R·Pa. ), and Harold Hughes,
(D-Iowa), said the draft should be
extended for only one year and
the $1 billion pay and benefits
doubled in an effort to produce
an all-volunteer Army by next
summer.
The three Senators said forcing
low-ranking servicemen to accept
low pay rates, was "imposing a
heavy hidden tax on our young

Friday, May 7,1971
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Reps Ask It to be Declared 'Sense of Congress'

Blacks Retreat After Florida _Confrontation

House·Considers People's Treaty
WASHINGTON, D.C.
(CPS)- Describing the People's
Peace Treaty as "a positive
statement in a time of despair,
alienation and divisiveness," seven
members of the House of
Representatives have asked that it
be declared the "sense of
Congress."
The sev!!n, Bella .Abzug
(D-N.Y.), Herman Badillo
(D·N.Y.), Ronald Dellums
(D·Cal. ), Parren Mitchell (D·Md.),
Shirley Chisholm (D·N.Y.), John
Conyers (D-Mi,), and William Clay
(D·Mo. ), told their colleagues that
the treaty "pledges that our
government will take the
necessary steps to terminate our
involvement in Indochina in a
sage, equitable and expedient
ltlanner.,
Abzug introduced the treaty to
the House on April 29. She
announced the move at a joint

University President Endears Himself to White Conservatives
GAINESVILLE, Fla.
(UP I)- Escopced i11 <: suit of
offices befitting corparation
executives, stude11t leaders at the
U11iversity of Florida conceded
"It's hard to keep this campus
excited for more than a day."
A black revolt was sputtering at
week's e11d. The white activists
had found a new cause. They were
strapping sleeping bags on their
backs and trooping off to
Washington for the May Day
demonstration.
And regardless of whether
University President Stephen C.
O'Connell simply "blew his cool"
as some students say, or was
acting by design, his handling of
the most explosive confrontation
of his administration has endeared
him to white conservatives ..
"O'Connell is the best thing
that's ever happened to this
university," said Marshall Douglas,
a journalism student from Lake
City. "He's a strict constructionist
and he's from the South."
The big losers appear to be
more than 120 black students and
two faculty members who
withdrew from school in the heat
of turmoil touched off when
O'Connell had 72 blacks arrested
April 15 when they refused to
leave his office.
For reasons both financial and
academic, the black students may

have trouble getting admitted to a
comparable university.
Student newspaper editor
Phyllis Gallub, preoccupied with
how to raise bail money for two
"alligator" staff members arrested
in the Washington demonstration,
said she feels O'Connell
overreacted, but most students
don't care.
"President O'Connell is usually
real cool," she said. "He's a real
politician. But I was there when
those black students went in his
office, and he seemed ill at ease
and just plain blew his cool. I
think he realizes it himself."
The student government
drafted a mild petition urging the
black students to reconsider their
decision to withdraw, but by the
end of the week only about 2000
signatures had been collected
from a student population of
20,167.
The Black Student Union is
demanding, among other things,
that the university establish a vice
president for minority affairs,
enroll blacks on a quota basis, and
hire more blacks in administrative
positions.
The blacks are upset that
O'Connell and at least four other
key administrators are members
of the racially segregated
Gainesville Golf and Country
Club.

It also irks them that
O'Connell, who stepped down as
Chief Justice of the Florida
Supreme Court three years ago to
accept the university presidency,
concurred in the "Hawkins
Decision" which blocked the
enrollment of a black student in
the Florida Law School in 1958.
With mail pouring in at the rate
of 100 pieces a day,
overwhelmingly in his support,
O'Connell was avoiding contact
with newsmen. He refused to
grant an interview with UPI for
two days, explaining his schedule
was too crowded.
The University's Faculty
Senate, which spends a lot of time
in debate but seldom bucks
O'Connell, straddled the issue last
week. The Senate, which only
makes recommendations,
approved the report of an ad hoc
committee . to "strongly support
the intent of the Black Student
Union's request."
But the Senate, like O'Connell,
opposes the creation of an office
for minority affairs to be headed
by a vice president, and
sidestepped the issue of a black
student quota.
Roy I. Mitchell, counselor for
minority affairs, resigned in
protest, as did another black
faculty member, Alton A. Chow,
a clinical fellow in the health

center. Neil A. Butler,
Gainesville's first black mayor,
announced he intended to
terminate his graduate studies in
the College of Nursing at the end
of the current quarter.
O'Connell showed no signs of
budging from his original stand.
He deplored the possibility of a
civil rights investigation by the

CHIHUAHUA, Mexico
(UPI)--Pancho Villa's widow lives
in a rambling victorian mansion
crammed with her husband's
mementoes, nine families and a
portrait of John F. Kennedy.
Luz Corral de Villa, 77,
proudly shows visitors through
the 50·room house where Villa
lived when his "golden ones"
terrified the north during the
Mexican Revolution,
Villa's weapons, clothing and
papers are on display. In the
garage is the black, bullet-riddled
limousine in which Villa was
assassinated in Parra! on July 20,
1923.
Chained to a wall is Villa's
favorite gold-plated sword. An

over-

If America's population continues to grow at a rapid rate, it's a sure
bet that our environmental problems, already very serious, will over:
whelm us ... that we will still be paying for MORE (not better)
schools, houses, and roads ... that wilderness, privacy, and the quality
of life will erode away.
How can YOU work for a better America? By joining Zero Popula·
tion Growth (ZPG).
ZPG is a grassroots, non-profit organization formed to stop population growth. ZPG concentrates its efforts in education and political
action.
We are educating the American public to the threat of population
growth and encouraging every couple to limit their family to one or
two children. Our political work consists of lobbying at all levels of
government for legislation favoring those who want to keep their families small, and of supporting political candidates with realistic positions
on population and environmental problems.
Join ZPG today. We have 400 chapters coast-to-coast. There is
probably one near you.

"I hope and believe, though,
that all who have withdrawn will
return," the president said.

Villa's Widow Recalls Life
During Mexican Revolt

concerne

•

AFL·CIO American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) and said there
was no danger of withdrawal of
federal HEW funds except "from
those specifically obtained for
black students."

•

o1n
us.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CONTAcT:

ZERO POPULATION GROWfH
ALBUQUERQUE Cf-IAPTER #50
P IJ. Sox l-H44
AlbuquerQue, N. M. 87111
15051 294·0171

inscription on the blade warns:
"When this snake bites you, there
is no remedy in any pharmacy."
Kennedy's framed portrait
leans on a mantle piece. "He was
my favorite president, of any
nation," Dona Luz said in· an
interview. "He fought for the
same things as my husband."
Dona Luz receives no aid from
the Mexican government. Her
monthly income of up to the
equivalent of $560 comes from
tourist contributions and the rent
from four families who live in part
of the house.
The other five families pay
nothing. "They are so poor, how
can I charge them anything?"
Dona Luz asked. "They stay here
because they have no place to go
and I am happy to have them."
Dona Luz wears her grey hair in
a severe bun. Her blue eyes
sparkle. She speaks crisply and
relishes retelling anectodes about
Villa. Her only concession to age
is a bamboo cane.
"The first lime I met Pancho
Villa was in my village of San
Andres on Nov. 21, 1910. I was
terrified of him. There were five
girls in my family and we didn't
know what he would do to us,"
she recalled.
Actually, Dona Luz said, at the
time Villa wanted nothing to do
with the girls. "He demanded
contributions of food for his
soldiers from my father, who ran
a general store. He got the food
but then he came back to see me.
We were married in San Andres on
May 29, 1911.
Dona Luz criticized historians
who regard Villa as a bloodthirsty
bandit. "They don't know that he
sent me to Mexico City during the
revolution with money to care for
300 orphans who were sleeping on
the streets, covered by
newspapers," she said.
If Villa was rough, Dona Luz
said, "it was because he had no
education. He had to be taught to
read and write as an adult. The
powers he was fighting against
thought that education was
dangerous and refused to build
schools.
Nobody ought to have trouble
meeting expenses-they're all
around us.

--------Four Foot

BLACK LIGHTS
Bulb and Fixture
15.95 Complete

Strobe Lights
34.95
We have a wide selection
of psychodelic lighting thousands of posters to
choose from. Come see ou.r
Black LitJht room• at Hoff~
mnn town.
'fwo Locations
435 San Mateo NE
256-7241
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Photo by Chuck Fcil

Opera's Underpinnings

Coed Circulates Petition
Against Sandia Housing
UNM Regent Calvin Horn is
being petitioned to "suspend development plans" for a housing
project on the west slope of the
Sandias.
Horn owns an SO-acre plot of
land in the area that is being developed for high cost housing by
Loftin, Inc. of Albuquerque.
In a four hour stint on the Mall
yesterday, campus organizer Linda Tuoni estimated some 300 persons had signed the petition to

Greek Week starts today at 3:30
on the intramural fields near
Johnson Gym with "greek games"
and a hamburger and beer sale.
Some of the games on schedule
are the traditional chariot races,
a greased pole climb and "rent-agreek."
Saturday, participating greeks
will gather castoff clothes for
Goodwill Industries all morning.
Polly Jordan, in charge of the
project, said all the clothes will
be gathered and put on a Goodwill truck parked outside the Phi
Delta Theta house by 2 p.m.
At 4 p.m., Mesa Vista Rd. will

"The 120-day moratorium is to
let us organize better, to find a
way to buy the land/' Tuoni said.

be blocked off for the start of the
"American \Vay Midway."
Leonard DeLeyo, a coordinator
for Greek Week, told a planning·
meeting last week fraternities and
sororities setting up booths on the
midway can sell "anything, as
long as it's legal."
An 8 p.m. street dance that
night will caJl off the two-day
"week." "One Mile Ahead" wiii
play, weather permitting.

BUY A

~(S
KEEP THE
·GLASS

.Der ltlirnrrschnilul
·1~0 I
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000 1 Loma~
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Brilliant Light Show
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Monday, May 10
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$3.84/case
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Colo., and Cleveland, Ohio next
week, and action is now pending
before the Madison, Wise, city
council.
According to Frank Greer,
another coordinator of the
Treaty, it has been endorsed by
"more than 330 student body
presidents and college newspaper
editors, 40 student senates and
governments and in 25 campus
referenda."
He noted, "many more are
scheduled during the following
weeks."

SCHAUM'S

OUTLINE
SERIES
.'

College Physics
Advanced Calculus
College Chemistry
Complex Variables
First Year
College Math
Laplace Transforms
College Algebra ....
Engineering Mechanics
Trigonometry ...... .
Theoretical Mechanics
Mathematics of Finance
Strength of Materials

.$3.50
.$4.50
. $3.50
.. $4.50
.$3.50
.$3.95
.$3.50
. .$3.50
.. $2.95
. .$3.95
... $2.50
.$3.95

Matrices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.95
Elementary Algebra
.$2.50
Electronic Circuits ......... $3.95
Numerical Analysis ........ $4.95
Fluid Dynamics ........... $3.95
Lagrangian Dynamics ....... $3.95
Projective Geometry . , ...... $3.95
Group Theory . . . . .
.$4.50
Linear Algebra
. $3.95
Transmission Lines . .
. $4.95
Math Handbook
.$3.95
Differential Geometry
. $4.95
Statistics .....
Fluid Mechanics
Electric Circuits .
Calculus ..... .
Control Systems
Differential Equations
Reinforced Concrete
Design ..... .
Set Theory and
Related Topics .
. Machine Design ...
Finite Mathematics
Basic Equations of
Engineering Science .
Modern Algebra ..... .

.. $3.95
.. $3.95
.$3.95
.. $3.95
.. $4.50
.$3.95
.$4.50
.$3.50
.$4.50
. $3.95
.$2.95
.$3.95

Astounding Sound

Apartments, houses, and rooms
are needed for participants in a
special bicultural, bilingual program beginning this summer at
UNM.
.
Persons with available housing
units should contact Barbara
Weinstein at 277-4208 or 243-190G.

BnnkAmericard/Master Charge

NJ!1W MEXICO LOBO

Monday night the commission
is to consider final approval for
the program's next step. The
UNM group is planning to appear
at that Commission meeting.

Apartments Needed

~

Page 8

Interviews for eight ASUNM
executive committees will be
conducted beginning Wednesday,
May 12, by ASUNM President
Ken White.
White is seeking applicants to
the Intramural and Recreation
Board, the Union Board, the New
Student Orientation Committee,
the Student Publications Board,
the Radio Board, Speaker's
Committee, Student Court and
the Student Standards
Committee.
Students wishing to apply for
these committees may pick up
application forms in the ASUNM
office anytime before Wednesday.
The ASUNM office, on the second
floor of the Union, is open 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Students wishing to serve on
any ASUNM executive committee
or on faculty committees with
student representation are asked
to pick up application forms in
the ASUNM office.

Horn, and another to the Albuquerque City Commission asking
a 120-day postponement of final
approval of the land use plan.

UNM Greek Week Starts Today

HofTmantown Shopping
Center
296·0311

zero population growth

David Hereford, left, Greg
Despopoulos and Frans
Klinkenberg move sets for the
weekend's performances of The
Marriage of 'Figaro by the UNM
Opera Studio. The show will be
Friday and Saturday night in the
Fine Arts Recital Hall, curtain 8: 15
p.m.

[(en White to Hold
Position Interviews
Starting Wednesday

press conference held with peace
treaty organizers on April 28.
Robert Greenblatt, national
coordinator for the Peace Treaty,
told newspeople that Tuesday
night the Detroit Common
Council adopted the Treaty upon
the recommendation of Common
Council Chairman Mel Ravitz.
He also announced that the
names of the first 50,000 signers
of the treaty will be read on the
steps of the Capitol and entered
into the Congressional Record.
The treaty will be introduced
into the city council of Pueblo,

Popejoy Hall

Students $1.00 with Ip

Probability ...
lntro. to Computer
Science .
Acoustics ... .
Genetics .... .
Real Variables ..... .
Structural Analysis .. .
Continuum Mechanics
Boolean Algebra and
Switching Circuits
General Topology
Plane Geometry .
Vector Analysis
Test Items in
Education ...... .

UNM Bookstore

.$3.95
.$4.95
.$4.95
.$3.95
.$4.95
.$4.95
.$4.95
.$4.95
.$4.50
.$2.50
.$3.95

....

~

.$3.50

Downstairs,
New Mexico Union

277-2826
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Sports

Change For Baseball Needed?

Performances Become Critical
Cindermen Head For WAC Finals
The Lobo track team
rebounding off a 92·53 defeat at
the hands of powerhouse Texas·El
Paso last weekend heads for two
more meets before the WAC
Championships May 14"15 in
Tucson.
Wolfpack spikemen have
compiled their best performances
to date over the span of season
and should be considered at least
a contender for part of the WAC
hierarchy.
.
Walt Henderson w1th a season
best of 9.5 and 21.:4 in the 100
and 220 should provide the Lobos
with team points in the sprinting
events along with Jesse Johnson.
Henderson has run a 9.2 100 yard
dash wind aided and hopefully
will give a similar performance in
the two meets prior to WAC
finals.
Other point getters expected to

' i

seven feet before.
New Mexico's pole vaulters
have gone over 16 feet on just
about every meet they have
entered. Ingemar Jernberg, John
Worcester and Jim Lincoln are the
UNM contingent in that event, all
above the 16 foot mark. Jernberg
is the top vaulter with a sel)Son
best of 16. 6 .
The jav~lin crew of the Lobo
track team is composed of Ulf
Johansson, Per Eric Smiding, Jim
Braye and Dave Roberts.
Johansson and Smiding are
expected to be the point makers
in that event as Braye and Roberts
have not thrown as far as it will
take to garner points in the WAC
finals.
Johansson has a best toss of
248-5 this season and Smiding has
a throw of 242·4%. Both defeated
Mark Murro of Arizona State
when the two teams competed
here earlier this month in a dual
meet at University Stadium.
Murro has thrown a career best of
over 300 feet and is picked to
take the WAC crown in he event.
Lobo All-American Chuck
Steffes in the triple jump should
best of 4:08.2, his second best produce a WAC champion for the
time this year.
school in that event. He has a
New Mexico will have an entry season best of 52·0%, he
in both hurdles events with Rick established at the Mt. San
Mauck ( :14.1) in the 120 highs Antonio Relays earlier in the year.
and Kenth Ohman (:52.2) in the
He is joined by Ingemar Nyman
440 yard intermediate hurdles.
(42-9%) in the triple jump and Bill
Pinson (22·4) and Nate McCall
(21·3) in the long jump.

come t~rough f~r the Lobos are
Tom Er1?son, Reid Cole and Dave
Roberti: m the 880 yard ev~nt.
Rober~s had the best ttm~ of
the year 111 the Conference With a
1:48.8 just .6 secon~s off the
school record held by Jim Dup~ee~
Cole has .had a season best of
1:50.6 while Roberts has trotted
out a 1 :52.4.
One of he stronger. events the
Lobos have entered Ill as they
head down .the home str~tch of
the season .IS the. one mile .run.
R?berts ~gam dommates the scene
With h1s top performance of
4:06.8 in the mile followed by
Ericson coming in at 4:16.0.
High i,Umping has ~e~ome one
of UNM s most promJsmg events
for grabbing points in meets as
Fernando Abugattas and Ingemar
Nyman have both cleared the bar
at 6·10. Abugattas has gone over

i
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.
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Lob'o batsmen face the Southern
Division leaders, ASU, tonight at
the Sports Stadium and Saturday
in a doubleheader at the Lobo

I

J

11

;:=.=======~

field.

ANOTHER· FUNKY

I

I
Gary Atwell will provide some
of the slugging power for the ASU
Sun Devils tonight at the Sports
Stadium. The Sun Devils bring in
one of the best hitting clubs in the
WAC to Albuquerque and are
gunning for a WAC championship.

LIBERATION DANCE
ATTENTION HIKERS

May 11

Absolutely no trespassing allowed
without permission within the following boundries: North; Sandia Rid·
ing Stable, South; Glenwood Hills,
East; Crest Ridge, West; Tramway
Road. Permission may be obtained
from J. Pcckumn 301 Cierra Pl. NE

SUB BALLROOM

ASUSlugger

7:00pm

50c/ID
ID must be
presented at door

Ahead

of his time

.
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Seven Trackmen To Fresno
Seven members of the UNM
track team have been invited to
the West Coast Relays, in Fresno,
California this weekend.
Coach Hugh Hack!'j;t,p.ig, he
would have five entries in the
track events and two in the field

By RICHARD FEUER
Reprinted from the
University of Buffalo
Spectrum

Every Tue, 5-6 PM
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Pizza Slices I 5¢
Dancing Every Nite
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Rick Mauck is one of two Lobo
hurdlers scheduled to compete in
the West Coast Relays in Fresno,
California.
Mauck has a best time of :14.2 in
the high hurdles.

events. Ingemar Nyman, who had
his season outdoor best of 6·10
last week at Texas-El Paso, will be
entered in the high jump while
Ingemar Jernberg will be UNM's
only entry in the pole vault.
Jernberg set a school mark of 16·6
in his first meet of the year plus
has two 16·0 efforts this year.
Freshman Walter Henderson
with a best of :09.5 will enter the
100 yard dash while Jesse
Johnson ( :4 7.4) will be in the 440
yard dash.
Dave Roberts, undefeated in
the mile in six outings this year,
will run the mile with a season

rm'BEST
·~.(l FOREIGN FILM

·

:'!

i I

Hurdler

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

Rubinstein ·Pal Ouinn •Don Johnson <odarno1 Country Joe
and The Fish-The James Gang ·Doug Kershaw ·The New York Rock Ensemble
White Lighlnin'. WiUiam Challee., the Old Mao·.nd "'"'"''"'Elvin Jones., "lo!>Cuo

L~l~~-.•

PrevueShowing
SATURDAY
10:30 pm
All Seats $ 1 . 5 0 £ )

You don't need a weathennan to
know wlzich wa•y the wind blows

EPISCOPAL

The

Worship Schedule

ASUNM

LtlnU:R.AN
.

. .

FILM COMMITTEE

·•

'

WedneSdayandSt.nays,J2~30p.m •.
· The Rev. ~illiarn Crews..

at Canterbury chaJl(:t
425 University 'NE
..
'

.

•

GAY PEOPLE
COME TOGETHER
AT LA CIENGA CANYON

for further info.

call Diane 242-1724
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Even though the UNM baseball although faltering pitching, on less
team has somewhat dismal views
than a large scale, bas taken its
of their chances for a WAC
toll.
division title, their overall
The bitting department is still
Old Town
performance on he field warrants b~ing headed by senior right
an admirable criticism of their
fielder Bob Faford, who sports a
Different -+---three-fourths-old season.
.462 batting average. Faford has
The Lobos post a 26·19
co 11 e c ted 7 2 hits in 1 56
won-lost record so far this season
appearances, including eight home
with a trio of games slated for
runs, to lead the Lobos. Third
today and tomorrow with
baseman Larry Minarsich, who for
powerful Arizona State. After
most of the season has led the
dropping three in a row to
Lobos in runs-batted-in, is
tS:.COrr'llil9 tO .
.· .
Arizona, the Lobos maintain a 3·6
currently one behind Faford with
WAC record. Coach Bob Leigh's
53 rbi's. Minarsich is hitting .389
have
sustained
a
consistent
to
hold down a high rank among
forces
.
'
striking power with the I '
the tearn hitters. Ken Johnson is
second bf!h,ind Faford in average
\vith a .404. He is also second in
'
.
stolen bases behind Minarsich.
Johnson has nine; Minarsich 17.
Other top hitters for UNM are
freshman Ron Adair with a .336,
Rick Wicks (.398), Tommy McBee
(.354), Hank Garcia (.325),
Armando Reyes (.295 ), Billy
Smith (.289), and Jackie Conners
(.288 ). Pitcher Mike Hall is hitting
'500 with ten hits in 21
A rare collection of films
appearances, while fellow pitcher
Joe Waid has nine hits in 29
depicting the life of the great man,
at-bats for a .310 average.
On the grass, the Lobos'
defensive performance average is
Worker of Miracles and
as yet unmatched by the
opponents. The Lobos' fielding
Bringer of the World Divine
average is .955 as compared to a
.935 for the opponents.
The pitching staff is almost
three full runs lower in
earned·run·aveJ·age than the
Explaining the films in person will be
opponents. In fact, Wendell
Franke (3·2), who has the highest
ERA on the squad at 6.29, is still
more than a full run behind the
opponents' 7. 7 5. Senior ace Jim
Kremmel (4·6) has a 4.21, while
soph Waid (6·3) has a 5.30

Costume Shop
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Sri Sathya Sai Boba

INORA OEVI

AMERICA'S First Lady of Yoga
,~,

TillS YEAH':-> C.\XXI-:S -~.

meet May 8-9:00am
at Peoples ~ark

more accurate picture? (Could
it be because their salaries, or
at least their expenses, arc paid
by the clubs?)
8) The Commissioner: The
Commissioner doesn't
represent the players or the
fans. He is elected by and
represents the interests of
wealthy corporations which
own the teams. The office of
the Commissioner is there to
protect the interests of
Anheuser· Busch and CBS, not.
Curt Flood or you and me. The
present Commissioner, Bowie
Kuhn, can be quite harsh. He
illegally warned Jim Bouton
against future writings,
arbitrarily suspended Denny
McLain and presented us with
a racist Hall of Fame.
9) Association with Nixon:
If Leo Durocher (1947) and
Denny McLain can be
suspended for associating with
gamblers, then we should put
an end to the close association
of Kuhn and baseball have with
Richard Nixon, who is one of
the great mass murderers of
our times.
I am proposing a way in
which we fans can raise our
voices in protest against these
practices. All-Star ballots will
be available from May 28 till
June 30 at the ballparks and at
150,000 stores throughout the
country. If you agree with the
sentiment of protest presented
in this column, write in the Jim
Bouton in the space provided
on the ballot for American
League write-ins. Vote as many
times as you like and for
whomever you like at the
regular eight positions and
write in Jim Bouton.
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A Film By D. A. Pennebaker

7:30 9:30
DON
PANCHO'S
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

Students

1.50

1----------_.
TECHNICOLOR

Friday, May '1, l,!l'U

. "'

May 7th at 6 & Spm only

DONT LOOK BACK
May 8 & 9
in the SUB Theatre

at 6:00 8:00 10:00 PM
$1.00 w /ID
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Fa/ord,]ohnson,Minarsich Top Hitters;
Overall Diamond Performance Improves

.
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.
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·
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Let me start by saying I love
the game of basebalL Then let
me say that I find detestable
the unethical and immoral
practices of Major League
Baseball. Unjust and corrupt
policies are commonplace in
Organized Baseball; in fact, the
entire operation of professional
ball is rotten to the core. It is
said that we fans allow the
opera tors of Major League
Baseball to get away with what
they do as the players, the fans
and the game suffer.
Professional Baseball, because
it involves a sport that so many
love, can blatantly commit
these injustices with scarcely a
whimper from the masses.
I will briefly lay out in this
column the wrongs that are
being committed, and will
suggest a way in which we fans
can raise a loud roar of protest.
1) Racism: Power and
decision-making rest entirely in
the hands of white men. Blacks
have a! ways been used to
satisfy the whims and desires
of the rich white owners.
Before 194 7, it was not all;
now, it is when and where the
white man wants him.
'I'here are no black managers
in the Majors. It seems that the
white men who run the game
will allow blacks only to play,
but not have any control of the ·
operation of the team.
2) Unfair player contracts:
The contracts arf.> all one sided
in favor of the owners. The
reserve clause is illegal and

unfair, The player has no
bargaining power and his only
recourse, if he is dissatisfied
with his salary or working
conditions, is to quit baseball,
leaving behind his craft and
means of making a living,
3) Horrible treatment of
players: The players must
submit to ridiculous treatment:
traded from city to city like
cattle with no compensation;
curfews and bed checks; dress
codes: illegal restrictions on
speaking out.
4) Money grabbing by
owners: The quick buck at the
expense of the players· and the
fans is sought by too many
baseball operators, The
carpetbaggers; the vast
majority of owners who
approve the unethical, and
sometimes illegal, practices in
looking for the quick, easy
buck.
5) Sexism: This is all too
obvious. Where are the
women? Why won't baseball
allow a woman to become an
umpire?
6) Resistance to new ideas
and to putting fun in the game:
the dinosaurs who run baseball
are reluctant to make even
minor changes in the game,
citing tradition but ignoring
the fans. An innovative genius
like Bill Veeck is stifled and
literally forced out of the
league.
7) Non-objective reporting:
Jim Bouton's "Ball Four"
made such stir because baseball
fans were used to reading that
team owners are civic-minded
saints and all players heroes
worthy of our worship. Why
don't sports reporters give us a

in the Sub Theatre
$1.00 donation will be accepted
proceeds go to the Sai Foundation

Repair & :'lfaintenancc
on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialis1s
333 Wyoming Blvd. ;>;E
265·5901
Free Estimates

Friday, May •7, -1'971
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CAMPUS BRIEFS
AI Young
AI Young, author of a book of
poetry called "Dancing," will appear in the GSA-ASUNM Poets
Series at 8 p.m. May 7 in the
Honors Center lounge in Zimmerman Libmry.
Young teaches creative writing
at Stanford University. Being
published soon will be Young's
first novel "Snakes," and another
book of poetry called "The Song
Tuming Back Into Itself."
The last poet in the ·series will
be Carl Rakosi, who will read his
poetry at 8 p.m. May 14 in the
Honors Center.

Chicano Insolation
"Ethnic Isolation of MexicanAmericans in the Public Schools
in the Southwest," a study made
by the U.S. Commission of Civil
Rights, Mexican-American Education J?ivision, will be presented at
1 p.m. May 7 in Union, room
250-C.
Thomas Carter and Diana Lozano, both of the Commission, will
present the study.
Figaro
"The Marriage of Figaro," updated into the 1930's and sung
completely in English, will be presented by the UNM Opera Studio
at 8:15 p.m. May 7, 8 in the fine
arts recital hall.
Tickets are $2 for adults and $1
for students and are available
from the Popejoy Hall ticket office. They will also be available
at the door.

Pre-Reg Deadline
The deadline for turning in
course request cards ior returning
students is noon May 8. New and
transfer students must file their
requests by July 1. Cards should
be mailed to, or dropped off at
1•oom 108 of the administration
building (Scholes Hall).

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c tler word, 20 word minimum ( $1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecuth·c days with
no changes the rate is redu"ed to fi('
per word nnd the minimum number of
·words to 10.

Heart Disease Symposium

Martin Brandfonbrener, chief of
the cardiovascular section of
Northwestern University's School
of Medicine, will discuss heart disease during a two-day medical
symposium held at 8:45 a.m. May
7-8 at the Holiday Inn East.
The session will deal with the
medical management and surgical
approaches to coronary artery disease. The symposium is sponsored
by the New Mexico Heart Association and the New Mexico Regional Medical Program.

Catalog Delayed
Due to a press breakdown, the
new general catalog will not be
ready until Monday morning.
Copies should be available at the
records office in the
administration building.

PERSONALS

Don't

ADVERTISING
WHERE: J"oUJ'Ilalism. Dui1ding. Room
200, afternoons preferably or mail,
Classified Advertising
UN!t! P.O. Box 20
Albunuerque, N.M. 87106

5)

l'IWI'LI-; COME TOGETHI.;R. Learn
about homosexuaJity. bisexuality, JHm~
r:t•xunlity. 1-'riduy ~-5 I'M. Amistad
Honord I.oun:re.
\•tAN-TED-; sTUDENT rui:.Ldi.;:,bled
~lini-CooJ>er. to I•'ort Worth. 2GR-0213.

NOTICE: ALJ, CLASSIFIED ADS mu;;t
be in by 3 p.m. to run tlw following day.
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LOST & FOU:-;"D

LOST: ON lllORNI:N.G 01' May 6, darl:
l,rown RUede Uelt -,.vith beatlE d butter~
ftiE.>.:;, cord ti~3. Ueward. Phone 2&G-4.4Gl.

U:lO

LOST: FEMALE PEKINGESE, blonde,
one ('Jr'l'll-Sunday, Roosevelt l,ark, 7:30
P.l\1. Reward. 346-020!. ~/11
LOST: A BLIND meaningless life of
emptyness an~_.ins:ccurity_.__ ______
FOUND: A FRUITFUL never ending existance of Jove, peace and understanding
tlfrough Jesus •. ::."·::.:'1:::1:.,..,..~:--::::--::--=::-
LOST: LIBRARY BOOK-!o"n''s Trannformationn. 'Call 243·1930, Reward. u/11
FOUND-A man's watch of good quality
on Terrace, across :i'rom Art Dept. Cail
2[)G .. 7052.

3)

SERVICES

PASSPORT, application or identification
photoo, last, and inexpensive. Near
UNM. Either eall 265·2444, or eome to
1717 Girard N.E. 5/6 _ _ _ _ __
TYPING: TERM PAPERS, theses, dissertations, etc. Mrs. Kinkade-888-3400.
5/11
TYPING SERVICE--reasonable rate.
Salem N.E. 296-8349, 5/13

5)

l'IMARitONCITA IlOYSCAMP h"'' openiw:B for counsE•Jura eXpC'riencrd jn ernfts,

!t•nnin and tw... ;mming. Fo~ }nformation
call: 242-nG34 or 242-4454~·_:;•::.;1'1:::1:___ _
n~r; PAiDJI:>iis.To"~;l-~nrl re-locate, SB,ooo
11lu;;. Contaet Acme, 6300 Central S.E.

7l

:\USCELLANEOUS

RIDEHS WANTED-part or all way, leaving June 7. Seattle via Las Vegas, San
Francisco (itinerary flexible. Can John
242·16!15 heron~ Sunday,.:.'..:":::./..:.7_ _ __
WANTED TO RENT furnished houses
and apartmenlq, 1, 2, 3 nnd 4 bedroom,
from June until September for Sandia
Laboratory Summer University faculty
employCCJ, Call 264-7424 or 264-2818.
5!21
CREATIVE SUMMER DANCE PROGRAM:
Ballet
Modern.
Bonugeo:
Santa Fe•a spo:rkling skiro:, cool nights;
Santa. Fe Opern.i lndia.n Dance3; National Park~. Ap]lliea.tions.: BaUct del
Monte Sol, Box 596. Santa Fe-, New
l\lexico. (505) 083-3047, 5/12

980~

'Littlll~ laa'

the girls that "What you eat turns
into You."
Each girl filled out a
questionnaire asking such
questions as "Do you take any
vi tam in pills?," "Do you eat
breakfast regularly?," and "List
10 foods you ate yesterday."
The project was approved by
the health committee of the
Albuquerque Public Schools, and
Allen Krumm, Del Norte
principal.

Minority Summer Jobs
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Will Attend University in Guadalajara

Students Plan to Study in Mexico
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: Charter & Group
l Travel Specialists
1 GO East 42nd Street
1 New York 10017
Call (212) 697-3054

:
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Leaving any bus, the Mexican American enters another world.
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This summer about 20 UNM
students are planning to study
more about Mexico than one
normally can from a classroom.
'l'hcy will spend cix wc<>ku in
Mexico taking classes at the
Universidad Autonoma de
Guadalajara. Several courses in
Mexican history and one in
advanced Spanish are offered.
Rober~ Kern of the history
department is taking part in the
Guadalajara summer Sl.'ssion. He
will teach several history courses.
Kern said other courses will be
taught by Salvador Renoso of the
Universidad Autonoma. All
courses will be taught in Spanish,
though exams may be taken in
English, Kern said.
Cantina Classrooms
Bradley Class of the Spanish
department will teach the Spanish
course at Guadalajara. He said "I
hope to meet in the classroom as
little as possible. We'll meet in
cafes and bars. This class is out in
the community."
Students are responsible for
finding their own housing, but
Gerald Slavin, director of the
Office of International Programs

and Services, said that based on
last summer's experience, no
housing problems are anticipated.
Some students enrolled in the
program. w<>r<> .,onC'erned about
possible difficulties in entering
Mexico. One man said that on a
previous visit to Mexico, he has
been told at the border to get a
haircut, or be refused admission
to the country.
Kern whose hair is slightly
longer than executive length said

"I'm not cutting my hair. If they
don't let me in, you others have a
nice time in Guadalajara."
Many of the students plan to
arrive in Mexico before classes
start and stay after they're
finished. Classes will not meet on
Friday, to give students a chance
to see as much of the country as
possible.
The program is organized by
the Office of International
Programs and Services.

White Seeking Committeemen
Interview for eight ASUNM
executive committees will be
conducted beginning Wednesday,
May 12, by ASUNM President
Ken White.
White is seeking applicants to
the Intramural and Recreation
Board, the Union Board, the New
Student Orientation Committee,
the Student Publications Board,
the Radio Board, Speaker's
Committee, Student Court and
the Student Standards
Committee,

Students wishing to apply for
these committees may pick up
application forms in the ASUNM
office anytime before Wednesday.
The ASUNM office, on the second
floor of the Union, is open 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Students wishing to serve on
any ASUNM executive committee
or on faculty committees with
student representation are asked
to pick up application forms in
the ASUNM office.

A U.S. Civil Rights Commission do the work ourselves. Plenty of
report on "Ethnic Isolation of people in this room already knew
Mexican Americans in the Public the information in this report.
Schools of the Southwest" was The report won't do anything by
presented publically Friday in the itself."
Union.
William Higgs of the Alianza de
Cecilia Cosca, a staff member Pueblos Libres said "The
of the Commission, and Thomas information in the report shows
Carter, a consultant in the that the Albuquerque schools
preparation of the report, have been deliberately lying to us
represented the Commission to an when we tried to get information
audience of about 50. Frederick from them. Can we get from the
Norwood' of Chicano Studies Commission the information the
chaired the meeting.
schools sent in to it, or can we
The report is the first of several force the schools to give us a
on the education of public document?"
Mexican-Americans to be released
Cosca replied she didn't know
by the commission.
the laws well enough to answer,
Before answering questions
Community Control
from the audience, Cosca listed
Commission members were
some of the principal conclusions asked if the data in the report
of the report. She said "about 30 about Mexican isolation meant
per cent of the Chicano students the Commission rejects
in the Southwest attend schools in community control.
predominantly Mexican American
Carter said "You can do
districts, about 45 per cent go to anything you want with this data.
predominantly Mexican American There are no recommendations
schools."
one way or the other. We
recognize
the need for community
Elementary Worst
"Isolation is worst in control and we also recognize the
elementary schools, where over law of the land. The Commission
half the Chicano students attend stan~s with ihe courts. But the
predominantly Mexican American staff feels that desegregation
schools, 10 per cent of the without quality education is
members of boards of education unthinkable."
Asked what could be done to
in the Southwest are Mexican
correct
the racial imbalance in
American, the majority of whom
Albuquerque
described in the
serve in predominantly Mexican
report, Carter said "Our
American districts."
The report states: "Except for commission isn't in the position
those in the positions of cnstodian to tell you what to do in
or teacher's aide, Mexican Albuquerque. We encourage you
Americans comprise substantially to usc our findings in trying to
less of school staff than they do solve these problems."
School Walkout
of enrollment."
A member of the Black Beret
According to the report,
Albuquerque is one of four school Organization said "We're very glad
districts in the Southwest which the report came out. It's all true.
has a "disproportionately high We ask you to support our
Mexican American enrollment." carnalitos and carnalitas when
The audience appeared to be they walk out of school."
Beret members helped
less interested in the commission's
findings than in what to do about organized walkouts of Chicano
the conditions described in the students at Albuquerque High on
Mexican Independence Day last
report.
fall after the school refused to
When Will It Change?
recognize the day.
One woman who described
Carter also emphasized the
herself as "just a community need for people to make changes
person" received applause after in the educational system. He said
she said "We've known all this for "All of us are discouraged with
five years. When is it going to the federal government. If we
change? When can we get our own assume that the federal
people representing us?
government is going to change
Norwood replied, "We have to anything we're pretty naive."
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

1953 CHEVY PICKUP, 4-speed, good con d.
$250 or trade for car. 877-2220. 5/10
THREE NEW 1971 stereo consoles com•
plete with large delux Gerrard changer
and 4-speaker system. $87.50 each or
terms. United Freight Sal.,., 8920 San
Mateo, open 9 to 9, 4/5
•
FIVE NEW STEREO amplifiers with AMFld multiplex tuner and 4-speaker system. Has inputs for tape and phono.
$69.95 -or terms. United Freight Sales,
3920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 4/6
'66 VW, GOOD CONDITION, rebuilt engine. good tires, stereo tape, must sclly
844-aa28. 5/10
1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES.
never been IU!ed. (7) fully cqulpped to
zig-zag, make buttonholes, etc. Thill is a
first time offer und they will go fast at
$49.96 apiece. We have threaded them
for your fnspcctfon. United Freight
Sales, 3920 San Mateo, onen 9 to 9. 3/29
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Civil Rights Commission's
Report on Ethnic Isolation
Reveals Chicano Problems

....,·

Two positions are open for
minority students who will be
juniors or seniors at the end of
this semester. The students filling
the positions will work from July
1 until August. 31 in Idaho Fulls,
Idaho.
For further information, call
the Chicano Studies Ce11ter,.
277·5940.

FORSALE

YAMAHA 650. 4800 miles, $995, Air conditioner, 110 volt. 449 Sycamore NE, 242·
6006. 6/11
SWIM SUITS: tank suits, traditional and
baggics. Price $5-$8. Lobo Men's Shop,
2120 Central S.E. 5/10
MAMIYA-SEKOR-528TL, with case, vivatar 90 flash, Petri telephoto lens. $100.0D.
265-8119. 5/10
TELEFUNKEN SPEAKERS, 9 speakers
in each cabinet $80. Son:Y TC·355 tape
deck SSO. New RCA Portable $75. Must
sell. Call Rich 842-8210.
SOLID GOLD 1967 GTO convert. P.S.,
P.B. Call 256-7786. 5/13
YAMAHA 175 ENDUR0-1800 miles.
$425, 255-4657. 5/13
KAWASAKI 500, 1970. Dependable and
beautiful. Best offer or trade for V .w. 'I
277-2792, Coronado Hall No. 203 after 7
or try dal'ti:::m:.:.:e::.. ..::5~/.:_7- - - - . , . , - , - - AKC BASSETT, male, 1 yr., soulful em·
path. Price variable with lodging. 2653819, 5/13
MUST SELL HONDA 750, Best accept;.
able offer by Saturday. 256-3221. 5/12
TOO MANY CARS: mllllt sell 1964 Corvnir-4 spd-2 door. Excellent condition
-$300. 299-7189 atfer 5:30 P.M. 5/12
COMPLETELY ORGANIC FERTILIZER
-Not manure or compost. Has: -valuable
unprocessed trace minerals. $3.50 for 50
lbs. Call 268-9206.

..- .

-S(du Kanfu, Time Maculae

When' you want the most
charters available for
Summer 1971, Call
212-697-3054
As a student at this
college, YOU may be
eligible for our low, low
cost fares. Flights from
New York to all major
European Cities.
Weekly departures.
Flights under the auspices
of World Student
Government Organization.
Send coupon, .. call, write
or visit.

sr-;.

~;jft .. 3l346. G/10
JOB INl'ORlllATION. Ambitious men of nll
tradt'CI t10rth to Alnslta and Yukon, around
$2).)00 n. month. l<,or complete in1'ormation
wrih~ to Joh Researrh, P .. O. Dox 161,
Stn~A, Toronto, Ont. Enclose $3 to co\,er
C03t. 5/13
FREE FOOD ! Kltehcn lwlp n.,;ded. Fraternity, No experience O.K. Call 2473010.

'

"4 B41BDNCTIDUS TBIDMPB!
TBB '7Ds FIRST ORBIT BPIC!
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FORSALE

-~-·L·.---~---

WANTED-CALCULUS TUTOR-patient,
]lroft..~ssionnl. 2!J6 ..:;H32- after G P..M. 11;.10
UP-AGA-INST T.HF:'\v..\LL? There eot;i;j
be nlternntiv~~. Ar,'orn~N\V Corner or
Mc.;;a Vista 1 277~3013

~,,\t

Call Your
Travel

NI·:W RCA TV~-=--po-r-ta-h-le--:$-7-u::•.--:cM:-u;-,"t::--s-;:ell.
Call Rich ~42-8210. G/·~1~9---.,--SUM!I!EI~ -sirni TS::_--;;;;~y colored •r-shirts,
slPC\o't'le:;!', and Rtring J.:nitq. Sl-:,fiO to
S1~.ul). Lo!Jo ~~~n 1 s' Shop, 2120 Central

:; 11!

A study by the UNM School of
Medicine is checking if there is
much iron deficiency among
Albuquerque's teenage girls,
About 200 girls at Del Norte
High School, with their parents'
permission, have participated in
the free nutrition education
program and iron survey. Blood
samples were obtained by a
trained laboratory technician
under a doctor's supervisor.
By using a portable centrifuge,
the number of red corpuscles was
determined immediately. Further
testing of the blood is being
conducted in a local laboratory,
and results will be reported to the
girls and their parents by the
school nurse.
"We think it's important that
these teenage girls give some
thought to good nutrition," said
Nancy Weaver, nutritionist
working on the project. She tells

. '
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M ed School Study Checks
Amount of Iron Deficiency
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Monday, May 10,1971

Admiring fans pose with Pat Pattison, the star of the evening, at
the sock hop which netted about $7~ for supplies need.ed b¥ the
People's Pari: Committee. Students arnved at the dance Wlth sl1cked
back hair, turned up collars, long full skirts, bobby socks and
ponytails.

Photo by Pat McArdle

Like Wow!

Pat "Pelvis" Pattison had the
girls screaming at his feet Friday
night at the neat-o Cherry Bash
Sock Hop in the Union.

